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Student
Senate
This week's student senate
meeting is at the College of St.
Theresa in the South Lounge at
4:00 p.m.
There are two positions open
on the Grievance Board. Please
apply by noon today. These positions will be elected internally at
today's Senate meeting.
Lobby Day is Feb. 10. Please
sign up in the Senate office. We
need as many students as possible
to go to lobby against bills which
will increase your tuition. Other
important legislative issues will
be lobbied as well. A bus will be
leaving from the Minne Hall
parking lot at 6:30 a.m. and
returning from St. Paul in the
evening. The cost for
transportation is $1.
Congratulations to Scott Kock
who is the Senator of the month.
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Clinton inauguration
draws record crowds
to emphasize change
By KURT GRUNERT

Writers
offer their

Volume LXVIV

At the largest turnout in history
for a United States president to take
the oath of office, William Jefferson
Clinton was sworn in as the nation's
42nd president on Jan. 20. The ceremony took place in front of the Capitol at noon E.S.T.
In front of a record crowd of over
250,000 people, the inauguration began with an opening prayer given by
Rev. Billy Graham. After Graham
gave the prayer, he thanked George
Bush for his four years of devotion to
the U.S. and wished him the best of
luck with his future plans.
After taking the 35 word oath,
Clinton said, "This is our time. Let us
embrace it." He followed with his
inaugural address.
Clinton's speech emphasized the
ideas that he talked of in his campaign, that America needs a change.
Clinton's speech was crowd pleasing, but nothing spectacular. His
theme was simple and direct.
Throughout the speech Clinton used
words to ensure the people that this is
the new beginning.
He used the word "renewal" eight
times, and emphasized other words
such as "reborn," "revitalize" and "reinvent."
One of Clinton's strong points was
that he used springtime, a season of
renewal, as a metaphor. He backed
up his springtime ideas with phrases
such as, "a season of service" and
"we force the spring."
"Communication and commerce
are global; investment is mobile;
technology is almost magical; and
ambition for a better life is universal,"
Clinton said.
His delivery was voiced strongly
and confidently, not stuttering once
at all. His positive, outgoing voice
made the speech come across very
successfully.
Like all speeches, Clinton's had a
few weaknesses. Clinton mentioned
that America will have to make
sacrifices. He said, "We must invest
more in our own people" and later
on said, "cut our massive deficit." In

"There is nothing wrong with
America that cannot be
cured by what is right with
America.... This is our time.
Let us embrace it."
President Bill Clinton

other words, the people must spend
more while taxes are be raised.
The crowd cheered as he said,
"This is our time" and "There is nothing wrong with America that cannot
be cured by what is right with
America."
However, even with the these
applause lines, the speech never lifted
and never seemed to have a climax
that thrusted the audience into a
complete thrill.
Clinton proved that he is the president of change by ending his inauguration with the reading of a poem.
Poetry lovers were touched when
Maya Angelou stepped to the podium to read "On the Pulse of Morning." It was the first poem read at an
inauguration since Robert Frost read
at John F. Kennedy's inauguration 32
years ago.
From the crowd size and the enthusiasm of the audience, it is easy
to say that the inauguration was a
success. As Priscilla Smith, of
Pennsylvania, Tenn. said, 'The fact
of the large turnout and great weather
mirrors the beautiful affect of the
inauguration and hopefully a
prosperous term for Clinton and the
nation."
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expeci VirOrn the
Clinton
presidency?

Angela Hanson/Winonan Staff

See Forum, page 5

Lois Cook from German Town, Maryland, patiently waits outside the capital to see the Inauguration of
President Clinton.

Rep. Penny holds D.C. party for Minnesotans
By KURT GRUNERT
News Reporter

Wellstone and Dave Durenberger, and Minnesota Attorney General Skip Humphrey.

On Jan. 19, First District U.S. Rep. Tim Penny had a
free celebration for all Minnesotans.
The party was held at the Conan Congressional
Building in Washington D.C. for anybody with an invitation or a Minnesota I.D.

The event was a relief from the usual $100 to $1000 a
ticket post-inaugration celebration. The attire included
casual dress as opposed to a bow tie affair.
In Tim Penny's speech, he thanked the people for such
a successful turnout and said, "We simply wanted to offer
the opportunity to Minnesotans to celebrate at no expense
to themselves."

The event was sponsored by the Minnesota Democratic Leadership Counsel.
Originally only 200 to 300 people were expected, but
by 9:00 p.m. an estimated 1000 Minnesotans showed.
Penny said, "1/2 to 2/3 of the people heard of the
event, by word of mouth, and are here today."
The crowd of 1000 people included Senators Paul

From WSU News Services

The party included free food, beer, wine and live
music, performed by the New Legacy Jazz Band. Approximately $11,000, to cover the cost of the food, liquor
and music, was donated by Cargill Inc., Senex/Land-oLa kes, Norse Land, and Mystic Lakes Casino. All of which
are Minnesota corporations.

Tim Penny

SU athletics may get axe

Track, gymnastics, men's tennis
possible budget cut victims
By MICHAEL MULLEN
News Reporter
and FRANK RAJKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor
Track and field, men's tennis and
women's gymnastics will be cut from
the athletic program next fall if a proposal put forth by WSU sports officials is initiated.
The proposal was decided by a
vote at a Jan.18 meeting of the
department's coaches.
The proposal, which would go into
effect next school year, is currently on
the desk of Vice President Doug
Sweetland and will be referred to
President Darrell Krueger and the

student senate.
According to Krueger, the proposal to cut the programs stems from
the Minnesota State University System estimate that there will be a $2.4
million cut in the WSU budget which,
according to Krueger, will result in a
"very severe budget next year."
The proposed cuts also come as a
result of WSU's move to affiliation
with only NCAA Division II. WSU is
currently affiliated with NCAA Division II and NAIA Division I.
The sports chosen for the cutbacks
were picked for various reasons.
Among them was the lack of a nearby
Division II opponent for the gymnastics team and the lack of an outdoor

facilities for track meets.
According to sophomore gymnast
and education major Lisa LeBlanc,
WSU Athletic Director Steve Juaire
attended the Jan. 18 women's gymnastics team practice and informed
them of the proposed cuts.
LeBlanc said, "He came in and
talked to us directly, from the heart,
and informed us that the university
coaches had recently voted to cut our
program. Apparently it had something to due with both the budget
and our upcoming Division II NCAA
status. Supposedly it was determined
that with our new status, our next
closest opponent would be somewhere in Texas."
The decision to propose cutting
sports programs came as a surprise
to team coachers who would be affected by the cuts.
"I was told my job was secure. I

Sweetland
withdraws
resignation

assumed that meant track was secure
as well," said Beth Howe, WSU men's
and women's track coach.
Howe felt the lack of an outdoor
track was nott valid reason to cut the
program.
"We've been running for many
years without one and it's never been
a problem," said Howe.
Howe said the move to Division II
would not be a problem for the track
program.
"We could compete at the Division II level. We have two All-Americans on our squad," Howe said. "I
can understand wanting to build competitive programs but I thought that's
what I was doing with track."
The athletic department would not
comment on the issue except to say
that cutbacks are being discussed,
just like many other things are, to
deal with the budget problem.

Dr. Douglas Sweetland, the
Vice-President for Academic Affairs at WSU since 1988, withdrew
Monday the resignation he had
submitted in December.
Sweetland withdrew his resignation in a letter to WSU president
Dr. Darrell Krueger. He said he
made his decision in response to
discussions with Krueger, and because of votes by the Faculty Senate, Deans' Council and
MSUA ASF Executive Committee
that asked him to reconsider.
Krueger accepted Sweetland's
decision to withdraw his resignation with joy and relief. He noted
that Sweetland had played a major role in everything that had been
accomplished at WSU during the
time that he has served in his position.
"I am delighted that your wisdom and leadership will continue
to be available to us as we cope
with the great challenges that confront us," Krueger said in his response.
In submitting his resignation,
Dr. Sweetland noted he was actively seeking a university presidency. "Given the current budgetary situation Winona State University is facing, I did not feel it
fair that the University could be
forced to operate with an interim
vice president throughout the
1993-94 academic year. "

•
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News Briefs

In the news... Justice Marshall
Analysis

M*A*S*H alum to visit WSU
Mike Farrell, known to millions as B.J. Hunnicut on
the TV show M*A*S*H, will be at Winona State University of Feb. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Somsen Auditorium.
His presentation, "International Human Rights: A
M*A*S*H Perspective," is
part of the WSU Lyceum
:Series.
Farrell is currently the
spokesperson for an international refugee aid
and development organization called CONCERN.
He will explain how his
experience on M*A*S*H
heightened his concerns
for international human
rights, the current state of
international human
rights and his individual
efforts to promote human rights through involvement
with such organizations as Amnesty International, CONCERN and the Sanctuary Movement.
Tickets for the WSU Lyceum presentation are $5 for
the public and $2.50 for those with WSU identification.
Tickets are available at the WSU Box Office, Monday
through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Call 457-5235.

By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief

Civil rights leader and champion
Thurgood Marshall died last Sunday.
Justice Marshall was the first Af
rican-American to serve on the
United States Supreme Court, proving to be a staunch advocate for
ensuring the rights of those least
able to defend themselves. That list
includes more than just blacks and
other minorities, but the destitute,
disenfranchised and the powerless
as well.
Appointed in 1967 by President
Lyndon Johnson, he served on the
high court until 1991 when his failing health began to overwhelm the
giant of human rights.
After graduating at the top of his
class at Howard University Law
School in 1933, he served as the chief
council for the NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People).
Marshall was responsible for arguing 32 cases before the Supreme
Court in his capacity with the
NAACP, failing to win only three.

t

F.

His most famous victory of those
has been Brown vs. Board of Education,
which forever banned public school
segregation in 1954.
Justice Marshall himself attended
a segregated school where his mother
was a teacher in Baltimore.
Among other victories are: the 1944
decision to eliminate the "white primary" of the Texas Democratic Party,
striking down segregated seating on
interstate busses in 1946, racially restrictive real estate covenants in 1948
and separate state law schools for
blacks in 1950.
When he was appointed to the
U.S. Court of Appeals in 1962,
Marshall received a Senate approval
of 69-11, all but one dissention were
by Southern Senators.
As Justice Marshall worked under

A second bookstore is making headway in coming to
St.Cloud. The store would be located off-campus, but
would carry many of the University's texts. It is unsure
at this time what contract problems could result from the
bookstore competing against the existing bookstore on
campus.
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Listen To 99.3 KWNO FM, Mornings
With Chase and Jones!" This Marks
The Debut Of The Most Exciting
Morning Show To Hit Southeastern
Minnesota!" Put Yourself In a Good
Mood and Tune Into 99.3 The Heat
and Wake Up, In Winona, With
and Jones!"11
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Wake UP With

Moorhead
The university administration is considering closing
the swimming pool in Florafrick Hall. The school is
waiting for a decision by the state legislature to fund the
filling of the pool with concrete. That decision will not
come until 1994. The pool continues to be used by
faculty, staff and students. The pool was opened in
1932.

can't say something good about a
dead person, don't say it. Well I
consider him dead."
George Bush did not respond.
Marshall fought for all people of
every race, creed and background.
In a 1973 address in the Ivory
Coast on law, Marshall stated:
"People are people-strike them, and
they will cry; cut them, and they
will bleed; starve them, and they
will wither away and die. But treat
them with respectand decency, give
them equal access to the levers of
power, attend to their aspirations
and grievances, and they will flourish and grow and, if you will excuse
an ungrammatical phrase, join together 'to form a more perfect
union.'"

•

State Shorts

Editor in Chief
Stuart Johnson

Chief Justice Warren Burger, the first
of four conservative appointments
by Richard Nixon, he began to find
himself in the dissenting opinion.
Marshall opposed the death penalty in all cases.
He was, however, among the majority to find busing an effective tool
to end segregation in schools, eliminated restrictive abortion laws and
ordered Nixon to release the White
House tapes that eventually drove
him from office.
Becoming even more displeased
with the members of the high court
put in place by Reagan and Bush,
Marshall felt he had to remain as long
as possible to fight for the rights of
individuals.
He did not vote for Bush this past
Nov. saying, "It's said that if you

•.

MS to discuss requirements
The Minnesota Department of Revenue and the
Internal Revenue Service will discuss recent changes
in the federal payroll deposit requirements and the
state's response to these changes at a seminar on Jan.
28 from 9 to 11 a.m. at Winona State University's west
campus in Roger Bacon Hall.
Topics for the seminar include the effective date of
changes, determination of the appropriate deposit
method based on the amount of tax liability, the de
minimus rule, agricultural employers and advanced
earned income credit.
A short survey relating to changes in state payroll
deposit requirements will also be distributed.
The seminar is sponsored by the WSU Small Business Development Center. Registration is $10.
For more information call WSU SBDC at 457-5088.

"People are people-strike them, and they will cry; cut them, and they will bleed;
starve them, and they will wither away and die."
Justice Thurgood Marshall
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WSU students mark
Roe v. Wade decision
20th anniversary
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By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Assistant Variety Editor

The National Organization for Women and
Students for Choice held a vigil at the Winona Arts
Center on Jan. 19 commemorating the 20th
anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the United States
Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion in
the United States.
"The focus is commemorative, one that tells
women that regardless of abortion being legal. We
cannot be complacent," said Heather Smith, senior
nursing major and president of Students for Choice.
There were approximately 40 people attending
the vigil, mostly women.
The topics of the evening included women who
were adversely affected by illegal abortions and
what it is like for women without proper health
care and money.
Lisa Mallon, a senior social work major, read
from "Sisterhood is Powerful," a book which discussed the dangers of abortion and how difficult it
was to obtain an abortion before it was legalized.
Dr. Collette Hyman, a history professor at WSU,
discussed the historical perspective of abortion and
where the country may be going with abortion.
"Roe v. Wade ended over 100 years of illegal
unsafe abortions, and reinstated safe practice and
the right to choose," said Hyman.
She also discussed present court decisions that
she said seem to limit the original Roe v. Wade,
such as the reduction of Medicaid, government
health care insurance, a requirement for parental
consent in many states, and a waiting period before
an abortion will be performed.
She spoke about the threats made to doctors
who perform abortions, the bombed health care
clinics. She said that people opposed to abortion
attack the most vulnerable people involved, the
women.
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Hyman also speculated on President Clinton's
promise to work for the Freedom for Choice Act,
guaranteeing the right for women to make the
decisions on abortion.
She agreed with a columnist who said that a
pro-choice president will offer more wrath to prolife people.
"The battles won't end with legislation. There
needs to be more education and access to birth
control and men need to listen when we say no,"
Hyman said.
She also said that women need a healthy and
safe home and jobs that pay enough to support
their family so that limited income won't be a factor
when deciding to have a child.
"We demand dignity as human beings," she
concluded.
Dr. Carole Johnson, WSU social work professor
presented next.
She showed a documentary film clip on various
abortion laws and how they affect the women of
Columbia, where sex is a duty for the women to
provide to their husbands and no birth control
information available to them.
The film said that the women are desperate and
that they go to many lengths to obtain illegal
abortions.
"You only go to a hospital to die," the film's
narrator said.
The narrator was referring to the women who
often get diseases from the illegal abortions that
they seek on the streets and the diseases from the
unsterile hospitals, which are their last hope.
"People assume it is a dichotomy, black and
white, but many of the issues and many of the
people fall into the gray areas," Johnson said.
Mona Smith discussed her experiences as a
nurse when she began her career in 1958, when

See Roe v. Wade, page 12

City Council gives green light to Springfest '93
UPA C gets
Lake Park
reservation
on first try
By ROB SELTZNER
News Reporter

On Jan. 19 the Winona City Council voted unanimously to allow
Winona State University to have its
annual Springfest celebration at Lake
Park.
The celebration has been a tradition at the university for years and is
sponsored by the University Programming Activities Committee
(UPAC).
The event began with live bands
as well as various booths set up by
school organizations to sell food or
have games and activities such as a
dunk tank or shooting gallery.

For the last three years they have
had skydivers scheduled, but for the
last two, bad weather has prevented
them from landing.
This year, the skydivers are scheduled again.
There will also be shuttle busses
offered to take people to and from the
event.

UPAC Vice President Anne Tom
also praised the students for their
behavior and was pleased with the
City Council vote on the issue. She
noted also that there has never a problem, "not where there has been actual
lawsuits or damage, per say."
Tom said the only real damage at
the event has been that the grass on
the lakefront has trampled but otherwise there have been no complaints
from people living nearby.

WSU Student Activities Programmer Joe Reed was pleased with the
City Council vote and said that
Springfest's reputation has been good
with both the students and the citizens of Winona.

The students at WSU also look
forward to the event.

Reed noted that it's never a given
that Springfest will be held each year
and waits until the City Council vote
to begin planning the event.

"I think that its great that the community comes together with the students for a good time," said Dan
McLaughlin, junior history major. "Its
just a celebration of Spring."

"I never take anything for
granted," he said of the event. Reed
has also praised the behavior of the
students at the event in last few years.
"I will pull the plug before the city or
the administration if it happens to get
out of hand."

"Its a community affair, its a good
thing for the town and the university.
I've heard a lot about it." said Jon
Molnar, freshman undecided major.

Reed also noted that this has never
been the case.

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Joe Reed presented the springfest proposal to the Winona City Council last Tuesday evening;

Teleconference details governor's views on higher education
By FRANK RAJKOWSKI
Assistant New Editor

Winona State University took part in a state-wide broadcast of the annual
meeting of the Minnesota Education Governing Board on Jan. 21.
The broadcast, shown in the Wenonah Room of Kryzsko Commons, ran
from 8:30 to 11:30 A.M.
The theme of the broadcast was "Minnesota Higher Education: Preparing
For the 21st Century."

Among the featured speakers were Curt Johnson, the deputy chief of staff
for Governor Arne Carlson and Frank Newman, the president of the Education
Commission of the State's, a national organization whose goal is to promote
cooperation in education between the various states.
Both speakers focused on the need for change in higher education.
Carlson compared higher education's current problems to the those faced
by the health care industry ten years ago.
"The same questions that were being asked of health care (affordibility,

access, and quality) than are being asked of higher education today," Carlson
said.
Carlson also outlined Gov. Arnie Carlson's position on several issues
pertaining to higher education in the state, as well as listing several goals that
the governor would like to see accomplished.
"The governor would prefer a system drastically different from the one we

See Teleconferennp
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MSUS Chancellor Tern MacTaggart visits WSU
Chancellor encourages maintaining WSU quality
during state budget crunch, tuition hike

from the WSU budget, according to
from those who attend state instituMacTaggart. As a result, he is asking
By STUART JOHNSON
tions to help finance private schools'
that the state increase funding to
Chief
Editor in
state financial aid.
there, in an
"This proposal is a state transfer maintain the program
Terry MacTaggart, Minnesota of wealth from those who are just effort to reduce the financial burden
State University System Chancellor, below the average income to those faced on this campus.
Winona Mayor Tom Slaggie said
met with community leaders, Winona who are, for the most part, well above
that support for both WSU and the
State University staff and students
average," he said.
Campus were vital to
and local media to encourage and
MacTaggart, whose annual Rochester
Southeastern
Minnesota.
restore faith in public higher income is just over $100, 000 has said
"While he acknowledged funding
education.
that the private institutions should
MacTaggart met with members of reduce the cost spent on their admin- difficulties, " Slaggie said. "He
each group individually, at a istrative salaries. The president of St. seemed to be supportive of the new
luncheon, two meetings and a press Thomas University, for example, library;however,GovernorC_arlson's
apparent decision to freeze state emconference.
makes $250,000 a year while WSU's
The meeting held with students President Krueger's salary is $90,000. ployee salaries may have an affect on
was cut to less than ten minutes due
Assistant Director of Financial Aid that," he added.
Chuck Bentley, assistant to the
to poor weather.
Greg Peterson said that the principle
Offering reassuring words during concern his office had was the vice-president of student affairs, said
an era of diminishing budgets, development of the state grant monies that while there was nothing particuMacTaggart said, "Winona State is and their availability to students. larly new presented by MacTaggart,
already a fine institution...simply However, he said that any increase he believes that he is an effective chanexceptional."
should not come as a result of tuition cellor.
"He is an administrator who holds
MacTaggart acknowledged the
the
concerns of the campus commubudget shortfalls likely to effect WSU increases.
"I was pleased to hear that he was
and the six other state universities. well versed in this issue. He seemed nity in the highest regard," Bentley
However, he continued to advocate too aware of the potential problems said.
maintaining affordable tuition say- associated with a rise in tuition costs,"
ing, "Unless we invest in our citizens,
Peterson said.
we won't see a healthy economy."
The Rochester Campus has been
MacTaggart criticized the Higher taking an inordinate sum of money
Education Coordinating Board's
proposed 10 percent tuition increase
Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
-

Terrence McTaggart spoke last Wednesday afternoon to students In Stark Hall Auditorium. ,

-
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The time has come
Across the state of Minnesota, except in the Twin Cities, if you are gay or
perceived to be gay, you can be discriminated against at your job or in attempting
to secure a loan. You may even be evicted from your home and there is nothing
you can do about it.
A coalition has been formed to include sexual preference on the state's civil
rights code so that discrimination on this basis would become unlawful. The debate
is sure to ensue during the new legislative session.
What is being asked for here? Special privileges, concessions, justification of a
lifestyle some find offensive? No, just the same basic rights we all enjoy as a result
of Americans striving to seek justice again.
Minorities and women have had to fight for equal rights and it's about time we
include this group of people who account for one of every ten American citizens.
There is nothing in the proposal that says this group of people desires anything
other than the opportunity to live in a just society, free from legislated hatred and
misunderstanding. They are not asking for quotas to be initiated, or for America's
sons and daughters to befriend at least one homosexual. Only the chance to live,
period.
This issue came right to Winona last year as the Gay/Lesbian Alliance for Dignity
lobbied our city council to include such a clause in the city's civil rights code. It failed,
in part, because the city attorney at the time claimed that the step would go too far
away from what had been already established in the state's code. Never mind that
Minneapolis and St. Paul found it possible--the size of the city is irrelevant.
Winona at the time chose not to be a leader, but a follower.
But you now have the chance to make Minnesota, itself, a leader. Let the state and
yourself, if necessary, come out of the dark ages. Being gay is not an illness, it is
not a lifestyle chosen. Why would anyone choose to lead a lifestyle filled with
contempt from others?
Many people (certainly not all) who call themselves Christians claim that a gay
person is one who rejects God and Christ-like behavior. Is it Christ-like to reject,
oppress, deny and otherwise cast out others for being different? The hypocrisy that
has shrouded bigotry and hatred for centuries will no longer be tolerated by those
who seek an open mind and justice.
Write your state representative, ask them to make Minnesota a leader in justice,
educate your friends and family, reject the temptation to hate.
Ask yourself what you have to lose as opposed to what can be gained. Knowing
that you were instrumental in opposing discrimination by simply voicing your
support will be more rewarding than you can imagine. Let your mind be free and
open to new ideas and enter in a new era of humanity.
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Letters to the editor
Erdmann
Stop the
merger bill
sorrowly
mistaken
that will stop
about Star Trek the qualitiy of
and the fans
your education
from
who love it
improving
Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

Ok, get a clue the Winonan doesn't
exist. Throw away your note pad,
your word processor and get rid of all
the back issues that you've been
meaning to send to your only fans,
your parents. The Winonan isn't a
real newspaper, it doesn't have a real
variety section, and every week it has
fewer and fewer readers.

I am writing this letter as a plea to
concerned Minnesotans who value
the post-secondary public higher education system. Please contact your
legislators and fight to repeal the
Merger Law (Moe Law) before it's
too late!
Part of the rationale for the merger
is the belief that the system will save
money, although there is no documentation of this claim. i fact, according to the State Auditor's Report of
March 1992, it will cost approximately
$120 million to implement and integrate the system plus a yearly net cost
of $18 million.
Another argument for the merger
concerns the difficulty of transferring within the school systems. This
problem has alreadybeen addressed.
The St. Cloud State University Faculty Association Task Force on
Merger reported that transfer arrangements have already been
worked out between the State University System and the Community
Colleges. The problems with transfer
resides with the University of Minnesota system which is not included in
the merger effort.
A third argument for the Merger
is to eliminate the overlap of programs and departments. This has
been monitored, but can onlybe regulated so far before these cuts become
detrimental to both students and faculty. Jobs will be lost and programs
will be cut or altered in a way that
may affect the quality of the program.
Another interesting point regarding the Merger Law is the means used
to get the bill passed. Senate Majority
Leader Roger Moe attached the
Merger Bill to the Omnibus Appropriations Bill that funds the state' secondary education system. This bill
had to be passed by midnight or the
money would not have been received.
Although there was great opposition
in the House and among some Senators to pass the Moe bill, our legislators were practically forced to do so.
When the Merger Law was up for
repeal, it became stuck in the Senate.
It is no obvious that the merger
will only cause more problems within
our higher education system. It has
no purpose and no date to support its
claims. Also, the means under which
it was passed certainly does not seem
to be in the interests of the citizens of
Minnesota.

The Winonan is a menace, spreading lies across campus like a party
leaflet handed out byan organization
controlled deep within the bureaucratic structure of the mass media
department. The Winonan is nothing
more then a ploy by the organization
meant to subdue the student body
into a false sense of free press. The
Winonan
specializes in
disinformation. The Winonan would
have you believe that Star Trek is not
real.
While Trekies have known for
years that Trek is not a form of fiction;
some would have you believe that
Spock is an actor not a Vulcan. These
are misinformed people. You see in
the future science combined with the
awesome power of top mass media
executives and enough computers
will harness the power of tacyon
broad casting.Tacyons (for those who
haven't been enlightened by Trek)
are particles that travel faster then
light. So to us they appear to be traveling backwards in time. Broadcasting television shows back to the past
will be the most cost effective means
of consumer exploitation. In the future it will be much easier to record
everyday events then to stage them
on a costly sound stage filled with
actors and sets. They will then broadcast these actual events to the past
where viewers unknowingly call
them fiction. Broadcasters will be able
to break into this past television audience much moreeasily then to a highly
competitive future market.
Some would ask for proof of these
facts, but they are only ignorant and
will be dead many years before
Cochran establishes the first warp
field. Any campus astronomy teacher
will tell you Star Trek is the future,
not the Winonan.

Jeff Kunzelman
Art Major, Trekie

Sincerely,
Denise Oehrlein
St. Cloud, Minn.

The Winonan is look-,
ing for a film critic as
well as someone to perform illustrations.
Everyone is welcome
to apply. Please submit samples to the
Winonan office located
in Kryzsko Commons,
care of Stuart Johnson.

Winonan
Letter Policy:
The Winonan
welcomes
correspondence
from our readers.
However, we reserve
the right to edit all
letters received for
content, clarity and
space. Please
submit your letter on
or before the Friday
prior to publication
which is every
Wednesday. All
letters submitted for
publication must be
signed. All letters will
be printed in the
order they are
received.
Send your letter to:
Dear Editor, the
Winonan, Kryzsko
Commons, Winona
State University,
Winona, MN. 55987.
507-457-5119

Opinion
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Celebrating diversity...
A crime less spoken of
I

By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Columnist

There was a woman I spoke to a
couple of days ago. She was 24,
starting out in a potentially sucessful
e career. She had taken out a loan on
her first house, which was to be all
her own.
She met a man. He swept her off
her feet very romantically, promising her the world.
They married, and she got pregnant: the ideal beginning for the rest
of her life.
Then, the abuse began.
It wasn't much at first. He would
come home late, she would ask where
he was, and he would instantly become defensive. He would begin to
swing his fists at her, and beat at her
arms and stomach.
When she had the baby, she assumed that the situation would get
better, and he would certainly come
home on time to his wife and new
baby.
One evening he decided to stay
out all night. When he arrived home
. the next morning, she was upset and
worried, and asked him where he
had been.
An argument ensued, and the
baby in her arms began to cry from
all the yelling going on in the room.
The lady walked away to put the
baby down, and hopefully end the
argument, but something else happened instead.
The man picked up the first thing
he could find, the television remote
control, and proceeded to throw it at
the woman.
It hit the side of her head, and her
head began to bleed.
She now has a gash in her head
that will be with her for the rest of her
life.
It's not physical abuse until he
smashes her in the face, he rationalizes.
Last year, the Women's Resource
Center had 343 initial contacts with
, women in Winona County who were
'victims of domestic abuse. The volunteer advocates of the resource center put in 7,254 hours counseling battered women.
That's not including the eight paid
staff members and the one person

ta onists

The

Inauguration '93- happy?
By RANDAL McDOWELL
Columnist

who counsels battered women 40 about violence between couples on
hours a week, and the statistics for college campuses.
this year only promise to rise.
21 percent of the surveys returned
In 1992, at least 85 men and four reported an abusive relationship,
women were arrested in Winona mostly women abused by men.
County for domestic violence.
Many of the women reported more
The average time spent in jail for a than one type of abuse: four percent
man arrested for domestic violence is of the abuse was done with a closed
fist, 13 percent were slapped, 13 perthree days.
The average time for women is cent were pushed, and four percent
were punched.
higher.
There was one woman beaten to
Only five percent called the podeath in Winona County last year by lice.
her mate. She died of a head injury.
Realize that if your mate hits you,
State-wide last year there were 22 then apologizes, or stops for a few
women murdered by their abusive weeks, that it may, and probably will,
spouses or boyfriends in Minnesota. continue.
Are these signs that there is someIt's your life that you are dealing
thing seriously wrong with today's with.
society?
In the late 1980's a study was done

For months now Bill Clinton has been calling for
national renewal, a national renewal for change so that
people no longer have to work harder for less. Change so
America is no longer a country divided along economic
and ethnic lines. Change that will revive a political
system lost, one that now favors the rich and views the
poor as a burden.
Clinton is calling for change to bring the government
back to the people, he says he wants everyone to feel as
though they have an impact on our system of government, and he echoed these sentiments when he called his
inauguration "the peoples inauguration."
But was this the peoples inauguration? Did we
Democrats really see the type of change we were hoping
for? No we didn't. In fact inauguration day only provided access to those with
power and privilege.
This was an inauguration
that must have made Nancy
Reagan proud, proud that she
and her husband did have an
impact on America. Because
she and her husband saw the
type of inauguration that was
much too reminiscent of the
greed and materialism of the
1980's. This was an inauguration that cost America just
over $25 million dollars.
Regardless of the source,
this was money that could
have, and should have, been reinvested into our inner
cities, it should have been spent to help some of the 37
million people who cannot afford health care. Perhaps
we could have helped educate or retrain some of the
thousands of homeless that are within walking distance
to the White House itself. And yet, we saw none of this.
But what we did see was, once again, a huge lobby
effort launched by the rich and influential in this country.
It important to remember that $18 million of the $25
million spent on this festive day was provided through
interest-free loans from labor unions, and about $3 million came from tax deductable donations from wealthy
individuals and companies, the same that contributed to

By BOB COSTELLO
Columnist
Four down and forty-six more to go. That is how
many promises that Bill Clinton has broken to date.
Where do I get these numbers from? They were collected from various media sources, which quoted
Clinton during the campaign, and put onto one list by
the brilliant and distinguished Rush Limbaugh for his
Institute For Advanced Conservative Studies. In these
times of liberal inconsistencies, Rush stands as a guideline for all conservatives, and thanks to his stupendous
intellect all will know when Clinton has blatantly lied
to the American people.
Like millions of others, I sickeningly watched many
of the events on inauguration day. I saw part of the
parade, the limo ride to the Capitol, and President Bush
saying "good-bye" there; and I cringed at these events
due to the millions of dollars
being frivolously wasted.
I also became ill when I
heard Hillary will probably
have an office in the West
Wing. But most important,
did you realize that Clinton
broke a promise on inauguration day?
On October 11, 1992 in St.
Louis, MO, Clinton said, "My
first priority would be to pass
a jobs program, to introduce
it on the first day I was inaugurated." Well, I sure did not
hear anything about a jobs
program being introduced on inauguration day.
This was not the only campaign promise that Clinton
rescinded. In fact, some were broken before inauguration day. For example, in his book Putting People First
and while on the campaign trail, Mr. Clinton pledged
a middle class tax cut. It did not matter that the republicans repeatedly said that his numbers didn't add up
and he will not be able to keep that promise, he still said

"No problem."

But even before inauguration day Clinton announced
that he would not be able to deliver the tax cut. I will not
belabor the point by stating the specifics about other
falsities (i.e. the Haitian problem and cutting the White
Clinton's campaign.
House staff) told by Clinton, I'll leave that to Rush's
Also, apart from the "official events" are hundreds of programs.
Parties honoring members of Congress, these events are
Clinton also had another cloud over his head on
by invitation only and it's hard to imagine that any one in inauguration day Mrs. Zoe Baird. It doesn't look good
attendance has to worry about next month's mortgage to nominate a person for attorney general who knowpayment. In fact the official inauguration dinner was ingly broke the law; but what makes it worse is that he
$1,500 dollars a plate and we all know that most members knew about the situation before his final nomination
of congress are the guests of companies who wish to selection. Let me give you a hint Mr. Clinton - an
further include themselves in the decision making pro- attorney general is suppose to help enforce the law, not
cess.
break it.
-

-

It's tragic that our political system is saturated with
special interest groups who force our lawmakers, either
by deception or cohersion, to ignore the issues of most
importance.

FORUM
What do you expect from the new president?

am expecting more money
to go to housing and also for
the country to avoid wars.

Stop policing around the
world and do some changes
at home.

Clinton's gonna be helpful to
domestic problems. I am not
sure about the economy. I
think he's no better then Bush
in International events.

I am not sure what to expect
from him. I didn't vote for
him, but I hope he will do
what ever he promised he
will do. I hope things will get
better, but I am not sure it will
happen.

Pay more attention to domestic; education and
health. Basically, take better
care of people at home.

I think in a number of ways
his administration is better
than the Bush administration
as far as corruption goes. I
think our current system
needs some serious
reformation.

Billi Jo Reed
freshman, education major

Nadim Tahangir
MBA student

Mohsin Alowa
senior, physical education
major

Erin Baye
senior, computer science
major

Steve Littlejohn
senior, social science major

Craig Thompson
senior, social work major

By ANDREW HOWES

Clinton, who will undoubtebly be
setting a positive example for many
FAZLY AHALI
"President Clinton's future is filled with potential, and it is now his choice to either capitalize on that potential and
of America's young women in the
Photographer
coming years.
become one of our nation's great statesmen."
Yet no matter how good of a
For the first time in most
cabinet or family that any president
everyone's memory who is reading
surrounds himself with, it only rethis, the United States of America
ally matters how the president
has switched political parties at the address of 600 (stuart- i dont know if this not acted out on that understanding and accomplished what he has promised handles his job and how truthful he is to the American people. Bill Clinton
is right) Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington D.C.. On January 20, our country to do, we will most definitely see a change in the White House.
is inheriting more problems than any president since Harry Truman. There
ushered in a new era of Democratic renewal, as President Bill Clinton and
Hopefully that will not be the case though. Already Clinton has are more crises facing the United States and the entire planet in general than
Vice-President Al Gore were sworn in amidst the massive economical, racial, made good on, one of his campaign promises by reversing several anti- ever before, and if Clinton comes through with just half of what needs to be
and environmental problems of our fifty states. Whether or not Mr. Clinton abortion restrictions that were handed down over the last twelve years. If that done, he will truly have made a significant difference in the way we live.
makes a significant improvement in our country is basically now in his type of expedient work is shown throughout his administration, we will
President Clinton's future is filled with potential, and it is now his
hands, as the people have spoken and they are demanding change.
certainly see a more satisfied American public than in recent years.
choice to either capitalize on that potential and become one of our nation's
I myself voted for Clinton, and have entrusted all of the political
To aid him in the grueling job he has now begun, Clinton has great statesmen, or to drag his feet and end up becoming a private citizen
faith that I have in body in what I firmly believe is an intellectual man who constructed for the most part an experienced cabinet (aside from the Zoe again in just four short years.
knows what needs to be done to help fix our ailing democracy. Along with Baird /Attorney General problems,) and has an outstanding vice-president in
It is also now our job as citizens to do what we can to help put our
many other students and adults that I have spoken with, I did not vote for Al Gore. As many environmentalists are hoping, much can and should be country back on track- Bill Clinton and Al Gore cannot do it entirely by
Clinton because of his political affiliation, but because of the clear under- accomplished with Gore in Washington.
themselves. They can only lead the way.
standing I believe he has in our country's problems. If in four years he has
As well as Gore, our president has a top-notch first lady in Hilary

• Columnist &
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Variety
Dancescape '93' performed into being
By JACQUELYN R. JOHNSON
Variety Editor

by SHELLY A:L1-1.D SEN
Variety Reporter
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ral Awareness
Associefiiin:•:t fried chicken,
greens, and corn bread while
ALMA, WSU Hispanic Club,
served quesadillas and refried
beanS.
Alsoparticipating were the Native MOlain,Heritage Club, which

'The Malaysian fried
rice vegetable dish was
excellen as very
flavorful, kr-lowing the
proceeds go towards
relief programs makes
it taste even better."
Julie Marthaler

served frybread, and AERho, which
dished out chili,
No meal cost more than a dollar.
Darin Jensen, a senior engineering major, felt the food available
was appealing in both taste and
price.
"The food looked really good,
not to mention the fact that it was a
cheap lunch," said Jensen.
Additional organizations that
sold food included: the Bangladesh
Club, which offered fried vegetables
and samush; and the Malaysian
Club, which prepared fried rice
noodles.
The Cultural Diversity Committee of Student Senate furnished lemonade for $.25.
"The Malaysian fried rice vegetable dish was excellent; it was very
flavorful," said senior nursing major Julie Marthaler. "Knowing the
proceeds go towards relief programs
makes it taste even better."
The clubs made a total of $188.75
which will be sent from the local
Red Cross to the national chapter,
where the money will be divided
amongst the areas that need it most.
"Considering we didn't get the
signs up to inform the students until
just last week, overall it went pretty
well," commented Wilkins.

Any persons who wish to help
victims of Hurricanes Andrew or
Iniki can send their donation to the
local chapter.
"If the person donating would
like the money to go towards a specific cause, he should mark on the
donation where he would like it to
go," explained American Red Cross
employee Judy Chester.

"Dance is an art that is performed
into being."
This statement is certainly true for
the Winona State dancers who are
completing their final rehearsals for
the January 28-30 performance of
"Dancescape '93." The show will be
at the Performing Arts Center at 8:00.
Last spring, student choreographers with ideas for the performance
presented their preliminary dance
studies and intentions. The choreographers that were selected worked
on their pieces during the summer.
Open dance auditions were held
the second week of school. Community members, as well as students
were invited to audition for the performance. Each individual choreographer selected the dancers that
would perform in their piece.
"Dancescape '93" opens with "The
Well of Urd," which is choreographed
by guest artist, Joe Chvala, Artistic
Director of the Flying Foot Forum in
Minneapolis. Chvala was the recipient of the McKnight Choreography
Fellowship this year. Chvala's piece
was underwritten by the WSU Lyceum Series.
Sue Ann Mullen, WSU HPER faculty member, choreographed a piece
called "4 x 8," which features bright
bouncing balls and playful theatrical
vignetts.
"Cradle," set to the music of Bach,
is choreographed by director of the
concert, WSU faculty member,
Gretchen Cohenour.
"'Cradle' evolved out of a very
sweeping dance phrase I created last

spring, which reflects the energy
generated from spring. It is a really fun, yet challenging piece to
dance," said Cohenour.
"I've wanted to do a piece on
the intense experience of being a
parent and the overwhelming love
I have for my children."
"We create the dance, and each
audience member interprets it
based on their individual perception, sensitivities, and life experiences. Dance is a non-verbal art
form that speaks directly to the
senses through movement, color,
sound, and visual design, which is
percieved uniquely by each individual," said Cohenour.
"I have such a strong and open
group of dancers to work with.
'Cradle' is a very interactive piece,
where the movement embraces
space and weaves a sense of
interconnectedness and support,"
said Cohenour.
Student choreographer, Jamie
Martin choreographed a piece
called "Generation Gaps." Martin
is a physical education major and
a dance minor.
"'Generation Gaps" is a tribute
to everyone, a grandmother or a
significant person that does so
much, unconditionally," said Martin. "I really felt like I needed to do
this before it was too late to tell my
grandmother how I feel."
"Dancescape '93" also features
four solo works.
Martin will perform "Running
Mate" and senior communication
and theater major, Jodi Koch, will
perform 'Passion for Grace."

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Jane Blaynt, Gretchen Cohenour, and Tonya Prlvratsky go through the piece 'Cradle" during dance
practice last Thursday evening In the PAC.

"Me and Emily" is choreographed to an Emily Dickensen
poem, and is performed by sophomore therapeutic recreation major
and dance minor Chris Badger.
Guest artist Jane Blount choreographed "Window on the Moon."
This piece was inspired by the Japanese paintings displayed at the
Watkins Art Gallery last fall.
Dancers in "Dancescape '93" include Chris Badger, Sharon Bauer,
Jane Blount, Christy Carr, Gretchen
Cohenour, Ruth Cracraft, Jennifer

Fields, Kyle Forman, Amy Guntharp,
Kate Hart, Wendy Hart, Jodi Koch,
Naomi Krell, Andrea Larson, Jamie
Martin, Sue Ann Mullen, Tonya
Privratsky, Maria Psomas, Karen
Sniff, Jooly Williamson, and understudy Heather Pederson.
'The dancers are the tools to convey messages. Gretchen (Cohenour)
has made dance not only a discipline
or an art, but a way of viewing life,"
said Maria Psomas, junior English
major and Dance minor, "I feel this
dance experience has made me see

myself and my world in a totally
different way."
"A sense of community is built
with the dancers through intense rehearsal process. That's what a family
is. The dance community is a family
here at Winona State," said Cohenour.
"Dance, as well as theater, is a live
interaction with the audience. I hope
"Dancescape '93" will entertain as
well as educate," said Michelle
Smietana, house manager for the performance.

Writers offer their secrets
By LISA VAZQUEZ
Assistant Variety Editor

"It is a very competitive field, and you get turned down
much more at free-lancing, every story is a struggle."

Three panelists discussed the
challenges of being a free-lance
writer January 20 at a full Alumni
Reggie McLeod
House.
All editors have certain prejudices ness cards, as she has done, and joinReggie McLeod, Professor Julie thor of Raising Hackles on the Hattie's
Zuehlke and Professor Kent Cowgill Fork, which is an outdoor book about towards certain styles and words, ing organizations like the Society for
spoke on the positive and negative hunters and fishermen in the North such as the headlines, the verbs, ad- Professional Journalists and the Injectives and angles, and adapting to ternational Association of Business
aspects of free-lance writing, and woods.
"Work your way up the ranks and these styles makes a better writer, he Communicators, and to consider joinwhat challenges the free-lance writer
have visibility, and you must be will- said.
faces.
ing things like the Chamber of Coming
to move around," said McLeod,
The disadvantages to free-lancing merce, where people can get to know
McLeod has written articles for
Winona Daily News, Pioneer Press, the speaking on the pros and cons of free- is the low pay, and being a victim of the free-lancer's name.
the market, which means that when
She said to pick up brochures and
Rochester Post-Bulletin, and USA To- lance journalism.
He said that one of the attractions the economy is struggling, the publi- menus and look for errors, then write
day.
He has covered two consecutive to free-lancing is the romance in- cation may cut back on the number of or talk to the company and suggest
murder trials at once, and he is the volved in pursuing stories and ex- pages they use, and use that space for changes, asking to do the changes for
their staff, rather than free-lance writ- hire.
first editor of the new Commerce Now ploring subjects and styles.
There is also excitement when your ers, he said.
Spend money to get known,
magazine which covers both
He also mentioned another rea- Zuelhke said, by putting ads in newsLaCrosse and Winona, and is an edi- story gets published, he said.
There are many free-lancers who son why free-lance writing isn't for papers for free-lance editing, and
tor for the North Country Anvil.
putting up flyers.
Zuehlke's speciality is public re- write and publish in magazines and every journalist.
"Some people need the superviCowgill spoke on writing freelations writing which includes writ- newsletters for free, which can hold
sion and discipline that deadlines of- lance articles for outdoor magazines.
ing brochures, newsletters, and trade down the pay scale, he said.
"It is a very competitive field, and
fer them," he said.
Cowgill felt that "his lance had
journals for companies which need
you get turned down much more at
Zuehlke focused on tips for writ- been sheathed," whenFielol and Stream
free-lance help.
ing free-lance public relation features, magazine had called him to write a
She is the owner of Creative Ink, free-lancing, every story i s a struggle,"
such as news releases, advertisement piece on walleye fish.
which specializes on free-lance writ- McLeod said.
One aspect that makes it easier to copy, booklets, instructions, and
He hadn't wrote free-lance for
ings. Zuelhke was also an editor for
get published is psyching-out the style zreeting cards.
many years and did not know much
newspapers.
"Think of running a business," she on the subject of walleyes.
Cowgill writes free-lance for out- of the publication that a free-lance
said. That includes making up busidoor magazines and also is the au- writer is trying to get published in.
He said that the key to doing free-

lance writing is sounding like an expert when the writer has no idea what
he or she is writing on.
He also said that an important
idea is to market yourself, by sending
out query letters to editors, discussing possible story ideas.
He recommended using the
Writer's Market Book, which has listings of story ideas and what maga- ,
zines and publishing companies use
those materials. It also has information on how to write query letters,
copyrighting, and marketing ideas.
McLeod and Zuelhke said to write
for the editor, otherwise the readers
will never get to see it, but Cowgill
says that he writes for himself, and as ,
a result pieces get cut from his work.
McLeod said that that there are
easier ways today for an editor to
receive both query letters from perspective writers, and also the material that is written, such as telephone
modems, fax machines, and computers and those are faster and more
professional.
Refreshments were served afterwards, and people had a chance to
discuss the lectures and ask questions to the panelists.

Native American Club presents Cheyenne
By NABEEL ALI
Variety Reporter

The Native American Awareness
Club had arranged a presentation
on Cheyenne tribe on January 20th
at 5:00 PM in the Recital Hall of the
Performing Arts Center.
The speaker at the presentation
was Luke Ancord, a one-fourth
Cheyenne according to his blood
relation and later adopted by a
Cheynne family to become a full
Cheynne. Luke Ancord said that all
one needed to have in order to become a Cheynne was an honest intent, blood relation was not essential at all.
The speaker started his presentation by burning sage, which he
said was a part of smoke sacrificing
ritual in order to be grateful to all
the directions: North, South,
East,West, Sky, Earth and oneself.
The presentation was composed
of Luke Ancord's speech and a display of Native American artifacts
and show pieces.
Luke Ancord's speech touched
various aspects of Cheynne life. It
ranged from his personal initiation
ceremony to be a member of the
tribe and his adopted father's vi-

sion quest to the history of Cheynne
people and the social structure of the
tribe.
"The vision quest is a process,"
said Ancord, 'To find a the name of
an individual." This vision quest
could be performed in two different
ways. The first one being the way of
fasting and solitude and the second
one being peyote, a natural hallucinogen. The first one is more preferable due to peyote's illegal status and
other meditative hindrances. In this
regard the speaker said that his people
can not perform their rituals as freely
as they would like to because of all
the government imposed laws and
regulations.
Ancord pointed out the fact that
the natives want to initialize all of
their belongings in such a manner
that those signatures would tell or
give some information about the
owner.
There are 4 units in the Cheynne
tribe: the Dogman or the Dog Soldier,
Hove Paddlers, Bo Strings and the
Red Shields. all of these were groups
of warrior. Ancord said that they were
great horsemen and fighters.

The speaker brought up a couple
of political issues such as the Custer
incident which he deliberately stated
as "Custer Victory" because it was
not a massacre for the Native Americans, rather it was just the opposite.
Ancord expressed his disappointment by the fact that the history books
do not give a real picture. Luke
Ancord holds that is was the Cheyenne people who did not give in for
the longest time.
Luke Ancord spent a considerable
amount of time describing the social
structure of the Cheynne people, first
part of which was his discussion on
crime and punishment in the society.
Crimes were basically of 5 kinds:
murder, lying, cheating, adultery and
cowardice. For murder a person
would be ostracized out of the tribe
and all of that person's possessions
would be taken away too. For lying a

See Cheyenne page 12
Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Luke Acord played his flute before he started his presentation for
the Native American Awareness Club last Wednesday evening In
the PAC.
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WSU's Dorner creates taut race against time
Blood Kin recently optioned as future NBC-TV movie
" ... Kate focused now on the chair. She was close enough so that the arm
of the person in the chair was visible up to the puffy white shoulder. Why,
she wondered, should the smell be getting worse? Maybe that was her
imagination. She held her breath, hesitating. Again she was almost overwhelmed by the impulse to flee, but she steeled herself, determined to get
one look at this person's face; then she could run for the door and some fresh
air. She took three long steps, turned, and looked down . . . ."

Blood Kin
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic
Dorner, Marjorie,Blood Kin. New
York: William Morrow and Co. Inc.,
1992. 304 pp. $20.00
When Kate Lundgren was seventeen years old she decided she wanted
to find out who her natural mother
was. Her adoptive parents were always very open about her adoption,
but when the time came for Kate to
find out her natural mother's identity, they seem curiously ambiguous
when Kate's birth mother files a nondisclosure petition, blocking Kate's
attempts. And then Kate makes a
discovery: her parents have known
all along who her birth mother is, a
fifteen-year old girl, seduced by an
older man.
A headstrong, petulant, emotionally-driven woman, Kate forces her
parents to reveal her birth mother's
name and heads off to face her mother
with visions of a teary reunion in her
head. When she finally faces her
mother, Terry Kuzan, for the first
time in twenty-four years, she is
shocked by Terry's indifference and

even hostility. After just two brief
meetings filled with painful unanswered questions and Terry's insistence that Kate go home and never

come back, Kate finds Terry's
strangled body.
Kate sets out on her own to discover both her mother's killer and
the name of her birth father, who she
believes to be one and the same. Her
investigations take her through some
harrowing, and some soul-searching times. Dr. Marjorie Dorner
guides her readers through this process with ease, creating a complex
mystery.
One of the best aspects of Blood
Kin is the cast of characters. There
are several well-developed suspects,
not among the least of which is Kate's
own adoptive father, Doug
Lundgren. Throughout the novel, a
disturbing theory formulates in
Kate's mind. Could Doug Lundgren
have been her natural father and
could he have paid off Terry Kuzan
for twenty-four years to cover his
indiscretion? There are many nights
that he has no alibi, including the

night that Terry was murdered and
the night that someone tried to murder Kate.
Kate's suspicions lead her towards another candidate for fatherhood, Thomas Werner, one of the
richest men in the city and one of

These little glimpses do not throw
any light on the identity of the killer,
but enriches the mood of the mystery
by casting a sinister light. Terry's
brief appearance in the novel becomes
more tragic when we are witness to

the most suspicious acting men as her encounter with the killer and we
well. Dr. Dorner seems to weave hear her true feelings for her lost
many possibilities with each sus- daughter.
Kate's only real support is her
pect so that her readers are drawn
in with the possibilities of each. No brother, Eric, also adopted, but uninserious mystery reader can disre- terested in his heritage and not wholegard Thomas Werner, especially heartedly understanding of Kate's
when his own lawyer is found mys- suspicions especially of their adopteriously dead and he is demand- tive father. Also on Kate's side is a
handsome young man, Jack Kramer,
ing his files the next day.
By the same token, Bruce "Max" who patiently listens to Kate's theoMxwell, the police's favorite sus- ries and even helps guide her through
pect cannot be ruled out. Through the town that he'd lived in his whole
Max, Dr. Dorner sheds light on the life. Kate's attraction for the young
mysterious character of Kate's birth man grows as she meets his mother,
mother, Terry Kuzan. Childhood who takes Kate under her wing when
friends, Max and Terry appear to she needs someone.
The novel becomes a taut race
be partners in crime; there are stolen goods stored in Terry's garage against time. Will the police realize
and Kate seems to be snooping the validity of Kate's fears? Is Kate';..
around too much to suit the fear- father, a strong loving man she has
loved her whole life, really a cold
some Max.
While Kate's suspicions deepen blooded, desperate killer? If not, who
in her mind, she finds difficulty is? Will Kate survive the stalking
getting the police detective to listen murderer? Dr. Marjorie Dorner has
to her theories; she is brushed off as created a complex, fast-paced mysobsessed with finding her past, tery that will keep the reading guessclutching at straws. But we know ing up to the end.
better. Dr. Dorner occasionally
Stephen Cannell Production Comgives us a glimpse of the killer, a
faceless entity who bullies Terry pany has optioned Dr. Dorner's book
Kuzan and silently stalks Kate. Blood Kin for an NBC movie.

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor
Marge Dorner shows off both the English and European edition
of her book - Blood Kin".
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Ben Stiller Show a gold mine of laughs
By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic

The Ben Stiller Show is gaining a lot of recognition
in its first season, and rightfully so. This is not the
type of show that seems to have a long television
life, but you can bet that this one will generate a lot
of laughs as long as its there.

Starring: Ben Stiller
Andy Dick
Janeane Garofalo
Bob Odenkirk
Network: FOX
Day & Time Sundays at 930
These days, the television shows
that are original and funny at the
same time seem to be few and far
between. These days, everything is
generally the same old same old.
These days, The Ben Stiller Show is a
gold mine.
If I had to use one word to describe
the basic premise behind The Ben
Stiller Show, the word would be spoof.

By' GREG TALMO
Music Critic

Well, the First Annual Winonan Music Poll, launched with much
anticipation, excitement, and a little trepidation, is over. The puriSOSOOf
the poll was to find out what you, the readers of the Winonan actually
listen to. Keeping with the rampant apathy that reigns on this campus

the results were dismal. I begged off putting the results in last week's
issue due to, what I called an overwhelming response, andstated that
it was overwhelming because I got more that 2 replies, <Whie iS true,
but only one more than two (one of which was -not a list Cifb6giiitcl worst
albums, rather a critique of my Prince review). Thus, I must extrapolate
from these two responses and conclude what you actually like, and
dislike.
The albums that you though t were the hest of the year (in no

particular order): Body Count, Body Cou
r Dancers
Union; Megadeath, Countdown to Extinction
iineazry; Living
Color, Biscuits (EP); Ice Cube, Predator;cp.r0101.*
In Theatre;
Mother Love Bone, Collection; Alice In:.Chai
Arrested v ppment, 3 Years, 5 Months 2 Days In The
06elopitent;
Pantera, Vulgar Display Of Power; Su
Consider This; The Rollins Band, The End
(EP),
The albums that you thought >w
were

particular order): Billy Ray Cyrus, SO*
Jackson, Pangerous (also two votes
hat trick: also two votes!); Def Lep
Krossed Out; Nirvana, Insesticide;
-

attire,
Well, there you have it. This is w
like and dislike Now for
brash over-generalizations: there
nite trend toward alternative
and heavy metal, an intense dislike for "pop' , music and country, a
severe dislike for the Vanilla Ice school of ra p, and an appreciation of the
"serious" (to use the term loosely) rap artists.
So what does this tell me, your humble servant? Basically that I
should do more "heavy metal." and "alternative" band s, witha bit of rap
thrown in for good measure. Well the problem with this is that as a
personal preference I do not like rap, and for me to review it considering
I know nothing about the music because I don't listen to it, would be
foolish. But then again it would also be foolish for me to do country, or
easy listening.
There has been a lot of emphasis placed, in the Winonan, this year for
cultural diversity, perhaps you have noticed. Cultural diversity is a
grand idea, but the devotion to the politically correct jingoism that has
sprouted up around cultural diversity is incomprehensible. To do
cultural diversity for its own sake, and no other reason is just plain
wrong. The idea that, for lack of a better example, the Winonan should
be culturally diverse is laudable, but to force people who know little of

a different culture to cover it ends up short-changing both sides through
ignorance and mis-communication. The route to understanding a different culture is through dialogue, and understanding, not standing on
a soap-box and telling people to understand and respect eacIt other.
So, you ask, what the hell was that last paragraph about. Just think
about it
By the way, your input is welcomed, and always has been; so if there
is a great new album that you think] should review, drop me a line to
Greg Talmo, c/o The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona Mn, 55987.
Musical Note: The organ at the Chapel of Saint Mary of The Angles
(on the campus of the College Of Saint Teresa) will be rededicated this
Sunday January 31 at 2.00 pm. The 2,642 pipe organ has just undergone
a year-long complete restoration, and this will be its debut performance
after the restoration. Tickets are free and going fast, but must be picked
up at the Hiawatha Foundation office at the CST campus. The program
will include a variety of works including Bach, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Vivaldi, and others. It looks like a show not to miss if you like classical
music. The concert will be reviewed here in the February 3 edition of the
Winonan.

It's thirty minutes filled with parodies of anything and everything that
we are exposed to, and it's no holds
barred comedy every second of the
way. They've spoofed movies, like
Rob Reiner's blockbuster film A Few
Good Men , for example. Ben Stiller's
interpretation, "A Few Good Scouts,"
presented by Oscar-craving productions. A boy scout is attacked in the
middle of the night, taken out of his
cabin, and hung from a flagpole hook
by his underwear. Jack Nicholson is
brilliantly imitated, with a toasted
marshmallow on a stick taking the

place of his now famous cigar. Dra- pretation, "Cops in Biblical Times."
matic courtroom scenes are mocked The feeding of the five thousand is
by hilarious dialogue:
considered a riot in progress. Noah is
Cruise: I want the truth!
ticketed for not having a license for
Nicholson: You can't handle the the ark. Police quickly extinguish a
truth!
burning bush. More recently there
Cruise: I think I'm entitled!
was "Cops in Medieval Times," where
Nicholson: Gimme a T!
a sorcerer was arrested for turning
Cruise: T!
his wife into a cow.
Nicholson: Gimme an R!
They've spoofed commercials, like
Cruise: R!
the ones for Quaker Oats featuring
Nicholson: Gimme a U!
Wilfred Brimley. In Ben Stiller's inCruise: U!
terpretation, the commercial is interNicholson: Gimme a T!
rupted by a rock thrown through
Cruise: T!
Brimley's window. Brimley goes to
Nicholson: Gimme an H!
the window, pulls out a pistol, and
Cruise: H!
opens fire into a group of screaming
Nicholson: What's it spell!
kids.
Cruise: The Truth!
It's pure nonsense, and pure fun.
Nicholson: The truth? All right,
The show contains many original
you got it.
productions as well, that appear on a
Cruise: Thank-you. No further fairly regular basis. One of the more
questions your honor.
memorable ones is "Marionette Cop",
They've spoofed television a bloody and violent puppet show
shows, like Cops. Ben Stiller's inter- that usually ends with the cop killing

the bad guys and sometimes even tote
puppeteer that controls them from
above.
The Ben Stiller Show boasts a cast
of young, virtually unheard of comedians that are quickly making a name
for themselves. Stiller definitely runs
the show, and shines while doing so.
His creativity makes this show go
around, and as long as they keep
making movies and television shows
and commercials he won't run out of
material. Janeane Garofalo and Bob
Odenkirk are strong in every show,
but the one to watch is Andy Dick.
Dick seems to be gifted in every form
of comedy, but his Buster Keatonlike slapstick qualities are what may
take him to another level in the future.
The Ben Stiller Show is gaining a lot
of recognition in its first season, and
rightfully so. This is not the type of
show that seems to have a long teleVision life, but you can bet that this orie
will generate a lot of laughs as long as
its there.

Hot tip of the week: Watch the
made-for-television movie, Homjcide, after the Bills win the Super
Bowl on Sunday. It's by Academy
Award-winning director Barsy
Levinson (Rain Man, Bugsy, Toys).

In defense of Star Trek

•

By MISCHELLE WHITAKER
Variety Staff

Hey! Star Trek fans, including the
regulars who watch both shows, and
those who tune in because there is
nothing else to watch that attracts
your attention, welcome! Come on,
Beam on board.
Let me introduce you to the crew.
Captain Picard is in control and next
to him is his Number One; Commander Riker. Lt. Commander
LaForge is keeping the Enterprise in
top shape to explore the galaxy. Counselor Troi is there to sense any mind
changes. Dr. Crusher is on the job
maintaining good health and Lieutenant Worf will keep you safe.
There's Data's mind, which is quicker
than a computer, and will prevent
you from making any life threatening errors. Finally, we end out our
day in the Ten Forward Lounge with
Guinan and all the others who feel
the need to relax among friends.
There are those people who say
that, "There is no such thing as Star
Trek," but I say, "So what if it isn't

•
•
•

real?" Even though the show is purely
science fiction, it seems a good way
for viewers to escape reality. Just
remember, escapism is only temporary.
Most television shows have some
redeeming feature or message. Star'
Trek: The Next Generation is no different. As a matter of fact, most shows

do not have real-life characters or
situations and are not based on total
reality. However, Star Trek focuses
on the everyday problems of real
people. Take Lt. LaForge for instance.
He is physically handicapped, blind

There are those people who say that, "There is no such
thing as Star Trek," but I say, "So what if it isn't real?"
Even though the show is purely science fictio n, it seems
a good way for viewers to escape reality.

from birth but he is portrayed in a
positive light. There is also Lt. Worf,:
whose skin is dark, and he is por-:
trayed as having valor and honor.:
Data has no skin color and has yellow
eyes. As different as he is, he is eventually accepted by all who meet him
as just a human.
The Enterprise itself, is made up of
many different and varying species. ,
What I really like about the show is:
that everyone is able to coexist, de-;
pend on one another, and care about
the well being of each other.
To me, Star Trek is very interesting
because it focuses on real issues. Several segments were about individuals having the right to make choices
and the freedom to act in behalf of
their choices. A few segments were
concerned with the wars between ;
nations and the death and destruction caused by the wars. The most
interesting segment I've seen that related to the real issues of today was
one focusing on drug abuse.
Everyone's entitled to watch any
television show that they like even if
it's not Star Trek The Next Generation.
So I suggest that everyone else beam
over to the new show, Deep Space
Nine, and check it out. And maybe if
you didn't like the original television
show, or The Next Generation, you
might like the new one.
Special thanks to Paul Schafer for
his help.
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The public
higher education system
is Minnesota's Cardiovascular
system. Don't allow it to be
broken.
The Minnesota State University
Student Association is sponsoring
a lobby day on February 10th at
9a.m. to meet xvith legislators and
express Opinions concerning

public higher education. As a part
of this vital organ, MSUSA would
like to encourage all students to
participate in this event.
For more information about lobby
day, you can contact your

student
government office or
contact the MSUSA office at:
Lobby Day 1993
108 Como Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55103
(612) 224-1518
You may get a ride from your
student government. On/t/ you can
make a difference!

LOBBY DAY FEBRUARY 10TH
CONTACT STUDENT
SENATE AT 457-5316
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WSU's dedicated dancers
Shivering alone in the house of
WSU's Mainstage Theater, I watch
with admiration as seven young
women slash and carve through the
space around them limbering up for
an evening of intense rehearsal under the supervision of choreographer
Jamie martin, A junior majoring in
Physical Education, Martin came to
WSU intending to play volleyball.
Now, four years and countless dance
presentations later, she has found her ,
true calling; choreographing and directing her first group dance piece.
"I love it!" she says with a proud
smile, "I originally intended to have
only four people in my piece, but I
was amazed at the enthusiasm and
abilities of everyone who auditioned,
so I decided to increase the number in
the cast, which in turn increases the
strength and impact of the dance."
She isn't kidding about the enthusiasm. All of Jaime's dancers strive to
give 100%, a quality she finds refreshing. They are now doing pushups, and some begin removing layers
of clothing having worked up a comfortable sweat. What's this? Upsidedown push-ups? You have to see
them to really understand, but what
you need is a wall or some other
sturdy figure to lean on as you go up
on a hand-stand. Then, carefully you
lower yourself down and push back
up again. Tanya Privatsky, a freshman Nursing major rolls off three of
these before collapsing.
But now the rehearsal gets more
focused as Martin has her dancers go
over a problem phrase repeatedly
until everyone is comfortable with it.
Nobody looks bored or frustrated,
just eager and attentive.
Even as they break for a few minutes, I can barely make eye contact
with Chris Badger as her gaze continues to stray, longingly drinking in all
of the motion around her. To her,
dance has opened up a whole new
awareness within herself that taps
into her personality and creativity
unlike anything she has known before.
"I've discovered how to put my
emotions into movement," her words
seem helpless without some sort of
physical punctuation, and soon it is
apparent that Badger has locked into
something that will be a part of her all
of her life. Even more surprising is
the fact that she has only been dancing since last spring.
"Gretchen has inspired me
greatly," she continues, "I've learned

"I didn't expect to continue dancing when I came to school,
but during that period when I wasn't dancing, I realized I had
an internal void, a need inside me that wasn't being addressed. I'll never not dance in my life again."
Wendy Hart
to incorporate dance into other parts
of myself, my art and my school
work." Badger is speaking of
Gretchen Cohenour, the dance instructor for the WSU Department of
Theater and Dance. This is Gretchen's
fourth year with WSU and her fourth
dance concert, "Dancescape '93" will
be presented January 28-30. Martin's
piece, which is entitled "Generation
Gap" will be one of the dances featured in the program.
Unlike Martin and Badger, many
of these dancers have been moving
on stage for much longer than the
time they've been in college. Our
upside-down push-up girl, Tanya,
has danced for 14 years. Amy
Guntharp, a junior Criminal Justice
major has danced for 16 years.
Guntharp has had little time for dancing with the department because of
her involvement with WSU
Danceline. Undoubtedly that will
change as she begins taking classes
for her dance minor.
Wendy Hart is another life-long
dancer who, like her close friend Martin, has worked with the dance program at WSU since its inception. this

year Hart will graduate with a major
in Public Relations and minors in both
Business Administration and Dance.
Quite a diverse combination to show
for four years of hard work and dedication. Nevertheless, her primary
affection will always be with movement.
"I didn't expect to continue dancing when I came to school," she says,
"But during that period when I wasn't
dancing, I realized I had an internal
void, a need inside me that wasn't
being addressed. I'll never not dance
in my life again."
Indeed, as Hart describes it, dance
is an ongoing process that utilizes the
body as its primary tool. "Its not
something you can take a break from
for a couple of weeks and then start
up again. You have to keep it up
every day." Of course, the dancing is
only part of the entire process. Because the body is the dancer's main
tool, much effort must be put into
regular body maintenance. For Hart,
this take the form of weight lifting
and aerobics.
When she is not in class, rehearsals, or training, Wendy is busy shar-

ing her love for dance with people
around her. Perhaps the greatest step
she has taken in preserving dance
appreciation hereon campus is working with Jamie to create the WSU
Dance Society.
Upon observing the passion for
dance that was displayed in these
women at rehearsal, I could easily see
the need for an organization like the
society, that would keep a focus on
the art form all year round and not
come to an end when the annual dance
concert is finished. This is precisely
how the society works.
As Hart explains, the goals of the
Dance Society are to give dance enthusiasts, performers, and non-performers alike an opportunity to experience a broacl range of dance through
attending local, regional, guest artist
residencies, festivals, and workshops,
The dance show runs January 28
through the 30, at 8 p.m. In addition,
the meetings for the Dance Society
are held regularly on Tuesdays at 4
p.m. in the Green Room at the Performing Arts Center. Anyone is welcome to attend and you won't even
be asked to do an upside-down push-

up.

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Photo Editor
''Tonya Privratsky, Ruth Cracraft and Marla Psomas Imitate child's play for the Dancescape
practice of the '4 x 9" piece last Thursday night.
<:..ociorg;:mzsimY./KAsoconwordiccilicgaU:40: 77x4r.
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MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE OR. - WINONA, MN 452-8202

Attention Tenants!

Come get negati,zed with us
every Titursday night II
>211110:11E<>21CCOVAICK7.30X -AKKAIIKAIIY.710X-::11V: :4410X :+310.:?.721t< AC. :440k.::

*Do you have problems with your landlord?
* Have you ever been denied occupancy based upon your race, sex or
rien tation; or as a couple, you were not married and were denied
occupancy?
* Are your landlords unwilling to make timely repairs to the dwelling?
* Do your land lords make unnecessary and unannounced entrances
upon the dwelling property?

Landlord/Tenant Seminar
Monday, February 1, 1993
6:30 p.m.
PAC Recital Hall, WSU Campus

MID-SEASON
BOARD BLOWOUT!
•25%-50% off on ski-clothing
•40% off on downhill skis
•25% off on snowboards
•35% off on cross-country skis
GET YOUR EQUIPMENT WHILE
THERE IS STILL SNOW TO SKI ON!!

„.4.
AD17m
IP
Hours: M-F 9:30-8 • Sat. 9:30-5 • Sun.10-2
178 Center St. • 452-4228
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Inauguration 93' •

Above: Jesse Jackson Is caught leaving the inauguration as his car weaves through the barricades
surrounding the capital.
Right: Anxious people push towards the street in hopes of catching a glimpse of the new president.
Center: For most people in attendance this was as close to seeing Clinton as they were going to get.
Bottom: Colorado's Senator Ben NlIghthorse was on hand to participate in the parade.

- A VA43**-' "'""-•

To view a President...
By KURT GRUNERT
News Reporter

Hopes of getting close-up coverage of the Inauguration ceremony were as
out of reach as the president himself.
After three Winonan reporters completed their 24 hour journey to the
swearing in of William Yefferson Clinton as President of the United States,
it soon became clear we would have only limited access to the new president.
So, it was decided we would show you Inauguration from the point of view
forgottott by the major news agencies. 'The diversity of people that make up
America shared equally in the inauguration, celebrating the democratic
process together.
Surrounded by approximately 250,000 other civilians, reporters and
photographers, getting close to the capitol- was nothing but a dream. Even
with the inaugural passes that DerrickOson and Angie Manson had, a
1000mm fens was not powerful enough. to capture the new president.
As a reporter, I had to be content standing blocks away from the inaugural
podium, listining to the guest speakers and the inaugural address on a Claraheld radio.
In an atmosphere similar to a rockconeert, walking about the crowd and
interviewing the general public, it was difficult to move without having to
dodge someone else.
Having no better edge on the situation, we brought backto Winona State
exactly what the titre says, "A view from the backof the line.'

view from the

ac
of the

•
•

Line
Lett: Osbie Wiley, shouts 'It's only a show to Clinton! America don't care about the homeless man,
women or child. Things will only get worse.' As he waves a banner reading 'Where are you sleeping
tonight?'
Right: A youngster pays little attention to the inaugural address as he rides atop his father's sholders.
Below: Individuals could be found all around the capital voicing their feelings and opinions.

(Photos by: Angie Hanson & Derrick Olson)

••
•

"It's been twelve years of
desert come back to hope;
direction shall be back."

"It's pretty crowded and I
hope to make money selling
tee-shirts."

Robert Ardour
L.A. , California

Benedikt
Italy

"The whole tradition of the
changing of power is neat. I
feel that Clinton is a
Republican in a Democratic
disguise. Time will tell that
Clinton's policies will be
around Bushes line."

Frauan Pierce
New Jersey

"It's a complete disaster.
They're not democrats,
they're left-wing Socialists,
one-party rules. Nothing but
`white trash:"

T. Michael Henderson
Lake Forest, Illinois

"Very glad to see Clinton
sworn in as the new
president. I don't feel it was
necessary for so much money
to be spent on the
inauguration. The money
could have been used to serve
a better purpose."

Jessica Harris
Charlotte, North Carolina

"Excited, great. I had an
erotic dream one night about
of Clinton, except I was
Jenny Clark (from 90210) in
the dream."

Priscilla Chantry
New York, New York

Teleconference
Cheyenne

OT SPIE

Continued from page 7
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Nutrition Nibbles
Caffeine, which is a stimulant, increases heart rate, respiration rate,
blood pressure and secretion of stress hormones. In moderate amounts (2-3
cups of coffee or 60 oz. of cola per day) it is relatively harmless. In greater
amounts it may cause anxiety, tenseness, and inability to concentrate. It may
also raise the risk of heart attack and fibrocystic breast disease. If you want
to cut down on caffeine consumption, cut back gradually over a few days.
This will eliminate withdrawal symptoms of depression, anxiety, and headache, which are common if you try to quit "cold turkey."
Brenda Koth, WSU Nutritionist

Roe v. Wade

Continued from page 3

Continued from page 3

have right now," Carlson said.
He said the governor wants to see
more commitment to the students
such as in allowing more choices for
students by making equally available all institutions and resources.
"Ultimately, we should be funding the students and assisting the
institutions instead of it being the
other way around, as it is now," he
added.
Carlson said the governor would
like to see all education policy coordi-

abortion was illegal.
She spoke about crochet hooks that
maimed women when used to perform the illegal abortions, and that
they weren't done in clean conditions.
"The doctors had no intention on
helping these women," Smith said.
"It was illegal."
The audience were then asked to
hang up coat hangers symbolizing
the women who had been affected by
illegal or unsafe abortions.
The group then offered reflection
for those women, played music and

nated by one department. He said
the proposed merger of the state's
technical and community colleges, lit candles.
the University of Minnesota's camThe group then asked the audipuses, and the State University Sys- ence to come up to the podium and
tem is a step in that direction.
offer their feelings.
"Most people I've talked to feel
"Yes, I will have to meet with my
the merger is a lot closer to reality maker and decide whether abortion
now than it was several months ago. is right or wrong, but until then I will
It would be better for people to work not tell another person what to do,"
to structure this proposal than to just said Mallon.
reject it off-hand," he said.
After the vigil many expressed
However, Carlson also added that their concern for the future of Roe v.
the governor was always ready to Wade.
listen to any proposals.
"I think the perspective that Smith
"Despite the sometimes sharpen- and the other women offered that
ing of the knives, it does need to be women die, and are permanently musaid that down deep. We are your tilated if we lose Roe v.. Wade is
friends," said Carlson.
something we all need to remember
Newman's speech was more ph ilo- of the anniversary of that important
sophica 1. Newman said he feels legislation," said Craig Thompson,
change in higher education is neces- senior social work major and memsary but that it should be in the right ber of Students for Choice.
ways.
The group said that there was a
"There is a powerful need for fair turnout, but that it should have
change in higher education but we been larger.
must be careful not to undermine the
"The number should include evquality of the education we offer," ery woman in Winona, whether the
Newman said.
agree or disagree. Otherwise, someNewman said he feels the prob- one else who doesn't know their body
lems aren't as much with education will be making the decisions for
lbut with the world as a whole.
them," said Melanie Holes, senior
"The world has changed out from nursing major and member of SFC.
under us and the institutions have
Several pro-lifers including
i tended to stay more stable. Now we Lutherans for Life and the Minnesota
all have to find ways to adapt to Citizens Concerned for Life stood
(changing times," Newman said.
outside of the gathering, but left be"Our prime goal should be to get fore the vigil ended.
i institutions functioning properly." he
The MCCL President Sue Brown
added.
commented on the vigil.
The event was sparsely attended
"I think it's wonderful to rememlboth in Minneapolis, where it was ber women hurt, but it's still happent taking place, and at WSU. The icy ing with the women dying from legal
Iweather at both places were contrib- abortions, and suffering from post
'uted to the low audience turnout.
abortion syndrome," said Brown.
"No matter what, the women will
always remember the child, whether
is hope if she gives it up for adoption or raises it herself, or in mourningif she aborts it. If you really care ab
ut women, you want to find a lo
ing option," Brown said. Sh
said that it was a shame that fe
inists are trying to deny being a wo
an, and trying to be more like a man.
"The most important thing a
woman can do is to have a child,"
Brown said.
Smith had a rebuttal to pro-lifers:
"How many of the one million unwanted AIDS babies do pro-lifers
adopt?"

LA CROSSE CENTER

AN tVENING WITH

SPECIAL
TAPERS SECTION
These tickets
available at
box office only

NO OPENING ACT

Y

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29
LaCROSSE CENTER
TICKETS MIME ATTHE
laCROSSECEITEll BOX OR10E,SEARS IN
LaCROSSE & ARCADIA, FACE THE MEC IN
LaCROSSE, ROCHESTER & WINONA,
&25 PARTICIPATING IGA STIRS

•
•

PRODUCTION.

CHARGE-BY-PHONE:

789-4950

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
TICKETS:
BOX OFFICE

Open Monday thru Saturday
Noon to 5:30 p.m. '
MAIL ORDER:
Send check or money order with
self-addressed envelope and 51.00
per ticket handling charge.

CHARGE CARDS:
MasterCard, Visa or
Discovery Card
Phone 789-4950
Monday thru
Saturday
Noon to 5:30 p.m.

There is a St 00 per ticket handling charge on tickets purchased by mail. phone or at the
outlets. There is no handling charge at the box office Tickets also at Sears in La Crosse
and Arcadia. Face the Music stores in La Crosse. Winona and Rochester and at all
participating IGA grocers To purchase any alcoholic beverages in the La Crosse Center.
individuals 30 years of age or younger mill he required to have their picture 10 checked by
La Crosse Center Security

LA CROSSE CENTER
P.O. Box 1027, La Crosse, WI 54602-1027

LOCATED AT 7TH AND HAMILTON
9
9

9
9
9

I-IE I cci
SALO ON
SUPERBOWL SPECTACULAR!
FEATURING
f)
f)
9
Q
Q
Q

9
9
9
f)
Q

• FANTASTIC DRINK SPECIALS
• COMPLIMENTARY HORS D'OEUVRES

f)

9
Q
f)
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

I.

• HUGE BIG SCREEN TELEVISION &
• ALWAYS THE BEST MUSIC IN TOWN!
■■
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•••%,
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Best Superbowl party in town!!
•• Free food •• Bock for a buck ••

5 T.V.'s to watch the
BILLS take on the COWBOYS.
Great specials all day! Open at noon!

Dirt cheap taps lhour before the game
•• Rail and pitcher specials ALL DAY ••

Come in and Register for a
Chance to Win $1,000,000! !

ENJOY A COLD BUD, BUD LIGHT,
OR BUD DRY WHILE YOU WATCH
BUD THE BUD BOWL!!
Ams!.09)

I

at
Home Beverages Inc.

LIGHT

Budweiser

553 Huff St. • 452-2572
Hours: MON thru SAT - 9am to lOpm

SCHOTT DISTRIBUTING CO.
5245 S I IITH ST., GOODU I EW•507-452-5772

I

wit
I

EXCELLENT VALUE!

B uy A Large For Medium Charge '
I

i

I

I

Y.. pf rep Fr b ream, 2l. 1.1,911

—■mmisb-

I

TM

I

IN

WINONA LIQUOR
"Lowest Prices"
Quantity Discounts

over 50 years of service

Liquor • Beer • Wine • Ice • Kegs • Trailer Rental

MI

"""'"'"" 1

454-7000

8 Piece Bucket of Chicken
with Li Free Biscuit's
Super Bowl
Special

I

• Inn IISI• •=I

118 West 5th Street Winona

ONLY

$6 99

I
I \
I
1
I
1
I1 rII
$4.75
little Caesars- PizzalPizzar
II
I
Medium Pizza
ri
I
452-8752 ••• We Deliver!
I Pepperoni or Sausage I III
I

l,o great pizzas! One lcrw price Always! Always!

I
II

We Deliver
Hours: 9am - 10pm MON - SAT
452-6067•157 E. 3rd•Winona

MI MI IM NI

PIZZA

I

1993 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20 cent cash redemption value.

MN

rim

I

FmLlam

Please mention coupon warn croes-mg. Una coupon Fs party per visit at participating "'Pinta Hut
=maw= or delivery units. NOT VALID WITh ANY OTHER OFFER. Limited delivery area.

IM MI MI

1

I

Get up to 4 more pizzas at half the regular menu price.
Equal or lesser value Dine In/ Carryout/ Delivery

Harden'

r- ---

not valid with any other
coupon or s ecials.
expires 5-3 -93

I

HUFF CENTER
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Sports
WSU upsets
Northern
By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor

Before taking the road to play
two conference games this past
weekend, Winona State
University's men's basketball coach
Les Wothke knew winning both
would be a tough task.
Any type of win on the road and
the coach would have been satisfied.
Not only is he and his team satisfied, they're undefeated in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference as they upset Northern
State, the number one ranked team
in the nation in Division II NAIA,
91-83.
The Warriors warmed up for
Northern the night before by defeating Morris, 61-55.
UM-Morris with he second
toughest defense and third best
rebounding team in the nation that
took a back seat to the Warriors as
they held the Cougar offense 20
points below their average and outrebounded them by 10.
"We dominated on the boards
and we shot well from the outside," remarked Coach Wothke.
Winona's offense was led by
sharp-shooter Eric Plitzuweit who

sank six three pointers to lead the
team with 18 points.
WSU started the second half
down by one at 27-26 before they
went on a 10-4 run that gave them
a 36-31 lead.
Jason Cordes of Morris led his
team with five 3's in the game, but
the Cougars couldn't come back.
Damon Scott added 14 points
and Donald Jordan had 13.
Says Plitzuweit, "We played really well defensively and put our
shots down when we had to. We
put them away slowly."
Jordan's 31 points the next night
against the Wolves of Northern
State contributed to the big upset.
NSU cut a 25 point lead down to
two with just over two minutes to
play and had a chance to tie it but
turned the ball over.
"Our intensity didn't stop...our
shots didn't fall and they were getting more of the calls, adds
Plitzuweit.
Jordan secured the Warrior victory by hitting his sixth three
pointer of the game and put the
Warriors in sole possession of first
place.
Comparing this win to the one
See Men's Basketball, page 15

Men's volleyball competes with Gophers
By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor

Gustavus Adolphus was in town Sunday to challenge
Winona State University's men's volleyball club team in
the third conference game of the year.
The Warriors won rather easily, 3-1.
The real challenge came the day before as WSU took on
the University of Minnesota.
Yes, the period belongs there and no, there shouldn't
be Morris or Duluth after Minnesota.
They played the Big 10 Gophers and even though they
lost 3-0, it showed they can hang tough with just about
anybody.
"We got off to a real bad start but then we realized we
could get some points from our offense and then played
at their level," explains club president Kirk Williams.
The scores of the losses backs him up: 15-3, 15-10, and
15-11.
Adds setter Doug Keddie, "They have a lot of offense
and all-around talent, but we're definitely a team that can
compete with them."
The Warriors played Bemidji State before the U of M
game and the result was just the opposite.
WSU won 3-0 but didn't play as soundly.
The scores were 15-10, 15-13, and 15-12.
Coach Amy Kolbert says, "We played well against the
U, but not well against Bemidji. However, we beat
Bemidji and lost to the U."
Both Winona and Gustavus were tired teams on
Sunday.
Gustavus's bus had a flat tire, but it didn't stop them
from taking the first game from the Warriors, 16-14.
The only time the Warriors were sharp was during a
six-point run that put them ahead, 9-6.
The scored changed often and was tied at 14 before
Gustavus won.
Says Gustavus head coach Lisa Miller, "We had trouble
getting fired up because of the flat on the bus. Our lack of
intensity and lack of teamwork didn't help either."
Gustavus needed help the rest of the night as the
Warriors went on for three straight victories.
They took their first lead at 8-7 and struggled to a 1511 win.
See Volleyball, page 15

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor
Doug Keddie and Brian Schramm get tangled up going for a dig while Kirk
Williams looks on.

Women's hoops slide on the road
KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter

The road trip for the Winona State Women's basketball team ended in two
losses and it made a long ride home seem even longer. The home court is
usually what gives the Lady Warriors the advantage.
Before leaving on Thursday night, the team was at .500 with a 2-2 record
in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, and 8-6 overall.
Friday's game against the Cougars of University of Minnesota-Morris was
not a pleasant one for the Warriors. The shots didn't fall and the rebounding
was an uneven match-up.
Morris shifted Winona's record to 2-3 in the NSIC and 8-7 overall by
handing the Warriors a 68-49 loss. WSU put up 71 field goals, but only 19 fell
through, which in turn gave Winona 27% shooting.
The Cougar's not only limited WSU's scoring, but also their rebounding.
UM-Morris controlled the boards with 47 rebounds, and allowed the Warriors to have only 20.
At the halftime intermission, WSU was limited to 23 points, and 26 points
for the second half.
Jen von Allmen was the only WSU player to reach double digits with 16,

then came Maxwell and Dybevik with six, followed by Vickie Field with two.
"From the opening tip-off of the game, we were outplayed. It was just one
of those games where we could not get rolling," said Coach Terri Sheridan.
Four of the Cougar's players found the right touch with scoring. Kathy
Heuer led her team with 13 points, Mary Stark and Kris Kay each provided 12,
and Kaylene Deutsch came in the rear with 11 points. The team shot 44% from
the field.
"The last time we faced the Warriors, they beat us by a large number of
points. Only this time was different, and we had the home court advantage, said
UM-Morris head coach Michelle Woodard. "We also took a lot off of their game
by guarding their top players closely, and our offense saw that as a golden
opportunity for point scoring."
"I am also very pleased to say that Terri Sheridan is doing a wonderful job
with the basketball program, and that her efforts have made Winona a tough
opponent to beat," Woodard said.
The basketball took a better bounce for the Warriors on Saturday night, but
the ball changed directions in the second half.
The Warriors played great offense and kept up with the highly ranked
Dragons of Moorhead State University, and were only down by a mere seven
points at the half.
"I feel that we played our best basketball of the season during the first 16
See Women's Basketball, page 15

Ultimate frisbee competes at U of M
a

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Steve Roth, a Junior accounting major, bowled In a tournament
against Mankato State that was held on Saturday Jan. 16 in the
WSU bowling alley.

By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter
a

a
a

a
vie

The bowling season has come to an end for the Warrior men, but the

a women are still rolling strikes, which gave them a spot in the Minnesota
a

Intercollegiate Bowling Conference (MIBC) playoffs.
The MIBC currently has seven schools bowling, and is still growing.
Schools include Winona State University, Mankato State University, St.
Cloud State, University of Minnesota -Duluth, University of Minnesota,
North Dakota State, and Southwest State.
"The men's team had an off-season this year, but we are fortunate that
a most of our players will be returning next year. The only senior who is
a leaving us is Jack Horton," said men's/women's Coach Joe Reed.
a
The women's team, which is currently in second place in the MIBC,
a
a will be traveling to the Twin Cities on February 2 for their first play-off
match. Teams involved in the tournament include MSU, SCSU, and UMa D.
The women to watch for in the playoffs are seniors Chrissy Kamen ske,
(one of the better bowlers in the league) Anne Patricelli and Danielle
a Cowan.
Although there are nine women who are qualified to bowl in the
playoffs, only six are able to go. The team members have to play matches
a, against each other, and this determines who goes on to bowl.
"I feel that we will place high in the playoffs because of our experience,
but the competition won't be easy," said Reed.
a
a
a
a
a
a

a

By TIM GALLAGHER
Special to the Winonan

Ultimate Frisbee is a relatively new
sport that is available as a club sport at
Winona State University.
Ultimate is a fast moving field sport
played with a 175-gram plastic frisbee
disc. It's a team sport in which each
player must act as a quarterback, receiver and defender.
The object of the game is to pass the
disc from teammate to teammate until
a pass is caught in the opposing team
end-zone.
Indoor ultimate frisbee is faster
moving that outdoor and is usually
played with fewer people due to a
smaller field size. In tournament play,
games are up to 13, 15 or 21 points,
indoor play usually requires time constraints which forces the final scores to
vary.
An ultimate game is filled with leaping one handed catches, short giveand-go passes and field length bombs.
Action is continuous, intense and exciting.
The sport of ultimate is at the young
age of 25 years and is scheduled to be
a demonstration sport in the 1996 Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta.

There are no referees in this fast
growing sport and due to the reliance
of sportsmanship and fair play, which
is commonly known as spirit of the
game. At the higher levels of play
there are official observers who make
the calls from the sidelines if there is a
dispute on a particular call.
WSU's men's ultimate frisbee club,
also known as the Kling Onz, has been
in existence for 13 years and most recently competed in an indoor tournament at the University of Minnesota's
Berman field house.
On Saturday, losses to the University of Minn. (4-6) and Carleton College (6-8) and a win against Gustavus
(8-3) put the Kling Onz in the single
elimination consolation round the following day.
"We're a young team and will be
more competitive in the coming years
against these teams," said Dennis
Servaty, sophomore business major.
On Sunday the Kling-Onz won the
consolation round with wins over
University of Minn. (8-4) and Chicago
(7-2).
The next tournament for the Kling
Onz and Bad Monaz, the women's
ultimate team, will be hosted by WSU
on Feb. 21 and 22 in McCown Gym.

Courtesy of Tim Gallaghar
Charlie Rasmusson, a senior history major, played In a frisbee
tournament at the University of Minnesota against the
University's players last Saturday.

Ile

This Week...

:Last Week•••
leg

•

Men's Basketball

WSU 61, UM- Morris 55

WSU 91, Northern State 83
Gymanstics
Southeast Missouri State 188.2
Illinois State 186.1
WSU 172.1
a

Women's

Basketball
UM-Morris 68, WSU 49
Moorhead State 89, WSU 52

Men's Volleyball
WSU 3, Bemidji State 0
University of Minn. 3, WSU 0
WSU 3, Gustavus Adolphus 1

Men's Basketball
Southwest State University
Fri., Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m. McCown Gym
Moorhead State University
Sat., Jan. 30, 7:30 p.m. McCown Gym
Gymnastics
Hardees Warrior Classic
Sat., Jan. 30, 1 p.m. McCown
Track and Field
at VW-River Falls Sat., Jan. 30

Women's Basketball

Southwest State University
Fri., Jan. 29, 5 p.m. McCown Gym
Northern State University
Sat., Jan 30, 3 p.m. Talbot Gym
Viterbo College
Tues., Feb. 2, 7 p.m. McCown Gym

Volleyball
at Iowa State Tourney
Sat., Jan. 30
UW-LaCrosse
Sun., Jan. 31, 6;30 p.m. Talbot Gym
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Winona's terrain
tests snowmobilers

Gymnasts improve,
but still take third

By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor
unique mixture of scenery and challenge. There were, often times, secAt the latest triangular meet last Saturday at Illinois State, the Warriors
tions with sheer drop-offs and sharp
finished third out of three tea ms but stillshowed first year coach Rosemary
turns high in the bluffs.
Boyd plenty of improvement.
The bluff riding of the region has
"We went in not expecting to win but rather expecting to improve
become so renowned that the Minnefrom our last performance," says Boyd. "We had a great meet and overall
sota United Snowmobilers Associawe did much better."
tion will be coming in February to
Southeast Missouri State won the event with a score of 188.2.
preview the area in its publication.
Host Illinois State finished closely behind with 186.1 points.
Inexperienced riders may opt to
By SHAWN GIBLIN
Winona's improvement gave them a total of 172.1 points.
ride the equally scenic, but less chal"I think it could've been closer, but Tifani Shaffer didn't compete on
Outdoor Columnist
lenging bike/snowmobile trails. Lothe bars and that hurt. Southeast Missouri State looked good and Illinois
cal trails include the Great River Trail,
State looked great. We were comparable to them on the floor and beam,"
running from Onalaska to Tempealeau
says the head coach.
and the Buffalo River Trail. Both trailsWinona County is home to over
WSU had no gymnastics in the top five of any event but again injuries
located in Wisconsin- offer a scenic
II 300 miles of snowmobile trails. The
continue to hurt the team.
look at the tributaries of the Missishigh bluffs, sloping valleys, and
Rachelle Elefson hit the top score for the Warriors on the floor exercise,
sippi. Riders with Minnesota regiswooded areas set the snowmobiling
getting a 9.4.
tration can ride the trails at no extra
in our area apart from many regions
Shaffer,sore shoulder and all, got a 9.25 on the floor and a 8.9 on both
charge.
t of the state. The very nature of the
the vault and the beam.
The lack of snow in recent years
terrain offers a unique test of skill to
The top all-around score went to Shannon Hayes with a 35.75, while
has posed a major problem. There
local snowmobilers.
Shawn Giblin/ Winonan staff
freshman Melissa Green finished with a 35.5.
have been numerous occasions when
The majority of trails in Minnesota Snowmoblling has become a welcomed sport after the snow
The team is finally home to take on Gustavus Adolphus and UW-La
there hasn't been enough snow to ride.
are state funded. The trails are main- finally arrives.
Crosse
at 1 p.m. in McCown Gym.
Most
snowmobilers
consider
about
4"
tained by local snowmobile clubs who
receive money to keep the trails in Country Climbers, Rollingstone provide me with a snowmobile to ride to be sufficient.
A map of the Winona County snow-I
running condition. The money comes Snowmoblie Club, Whitewater Trail the trail along HWY 14 to Stockton.
from the snowmobile registration Blazers, and Stockton Snowmobile The trail consisted of steep bluff sec- mobile trails can be obtained by calltions mixed in with open sectons pa- ing the tourism office at (452-2278).
stickers the drivers are required to Club.
Continued from page 14
Ken Bergler of Performance Sports rading through the fields in the val- The map provides a detailed account
purchase. Each club is designated to
certain trails in their jurisdiction. Lo- Arctic Cat was generous enough to leys. The winding sections of wooded of the state funded trails as well as minutes of the game. We held their
WSU did not have a player with
trails through the bluffs offered a stops along the trails.
cal clubs include: Ridgeway Area
offense to the outside by using our more then five rebounds, while MSU
defense in a 2-3 zone,"said Sheridan. had two players with double figures
"The turning point of the game began in rebounds.
Three WSU players scored in
at
the beginning of the second half
Continued from page 14
Continued from page 14
when MSU hit two straight three- double digits, but this was not enough;
The front line of WSU helped win 15-5 victory.
over Duluth, Wothke says both were outstanding wins, "but this one on the pointers. We also had no second shots, Despite her height, Tina Esch scored
the next game as they blocked three
and had few offensive points on re- 16, von Allmen had 11, and Field folroad in front of 8200 fans, all of them for Northern is better."
The Warriors conference record
consecutive spike attempts of stands at 3-0. They compete in an
lowed up with 10 points.
Winona never trailed after the 12 minute mark of the first half following bounds."
The Dragon's had four players
Gustavus to take a 11-21ead and even- Iowa State Tournament on Saturday
Something must have happened in
one of Plitzuweit's five three pointers.
tually go on to win, 15-6.
scoring
in double figures. Their offense
the
Dragon's
locker
room
at
halftime,
that features more tough opponents.
His hot hand was the start of a 13-0 run by the Warriors that put the team
The final game was a blowout.
because MSU outscored WSU 53-23 in was controlled by Kari Farstveet, who
up, 32-21.
WSU was up 13-0 before Gustavus
WSU was up by 21 at halftime and was in command until transfer Eric the second half. The second half sealed had 20 points and 11 rebounds.
could scrounge up a point.
"Winona is a well coached team
Kline, who had 36 points to lead all scorers, led the Wolves on a 14-3 run that the win for the Dragons with a 89-52
The reserves came in for the Warwin, which placed them at 6-0 in the with very aggressive players. The
made the game interesting.
riors and played well, leading to the
"They were never out of it," says Wothke. At the half I told our team that Conference and 14-3 overall. The loss coaches are doing an outstanding job,
if we were down by 21, we could still win. Naturally that's how they felt." dropped the Warriors to 2-4 in the and they deserve a lot of the credit for
the team's progress," said Moorhead
The first place Warriors are home this weekend to face Southwest State NSIC and 8-8 overall.
The Warriors offense buckled un- Coach Lori Ulferts. "We see all our
and Moorehead State, Friday and Saturday respectively.
"At the start of the season we were the hunter, now were the hunted. der the pressure and scored a mere opponents as very competitive, and
We've got four in the bank and they can't take that away from us," says 30.5% from the field. MSU shot 45.6%. we never take these games easy."
The Warriors plan on adding four
Not only was the game lopsided in
Wohtke, of his 4-0 conference start.
point scoring in the second half, but wins to their record and will have
the rebounding was also a key factor. home court advantage for their next,
WSU's height was no match for four games. The two big games in..„ \ I
I /I ////
Moorhead as they snatched 61 clude Southwest State on Friday and
— CALL. 'RASCALS HOTLINE /
rebounds. WSU could only grab 33 Northern State University on Satur-FOR. INFO. ON WED. NIGHT 4,,,,, NE I5y-2173
151E. 3rd %.1,
BANDS 1. L15'! '173 ,'
day.
boards.

Women's Basketball

Volleyball

Men's Basketball

11:15

1,n-house DAR'T LEAGUE

...4 —

Superbowl Sunday

ENTERTAINER AUDITIONS

-.Open at noon••
••Cheap tappers from 11)111-close
(cheaper yet from noon-lpm!)
••.Specials all day On Swampwater,
Firewater. Bloody Marys,
and Screwdrivers.

ek

Audition at any of the following sites:

Mandatory info meeting
February 7th - 6:30

*Food Specials*

1st and last weeks fee due at info meeting
($6 per person)

*BBQ Ribs
*BBQ Beef & Pork sandwiches

Games & Prizes

For further info
call 457-0468
or 452-9204

Jager finger-football
Jager nerf football throw

'93

"SPRING BREAK"

'93

EBRACIIB
BRa.

7 FULL NIGHTS INCLUDING
TRANSPORTATION & ACCOMMODATIONS

Part

PRICE INCLUDES
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Round Trip Charter Bus Transportation
Daily Pool Side Activities
Full 7 Nights Lodging
Nightly Club Specials '
VIP Fun Card for Discount
Optional Sight-seeing Trips
Rooms Only from $109.50 per person Quad Occupancy

Part III: GRAND BAHAMA'S:
4 Days, 3 Nights Accomodat ions at.
The Sun Club Resort Freeport
Grand Bahamas - $1500 Discount Meal Book
ann Shopping Book Included.
2 Casinos, Horseback Riding, Golf,
Tennis. Plenty of Beach & Booze.

STAY AT DAYTONA'S HOTTEST HOTELS
RIGHT ON DAYTONA BEACH!

FOR TOUR PACKAGE
INFORMATION CALL

Safari Beach Motel
The Texan
Sunrise Inn

R andal Knudson 453-1284

Vatleyfah
Shakopee, MN

PALM BEACH FLORIDA:
Arrival Day I. Milian Hotel
includes First Day & Nigh: Accomodations,

Part Ii: CRIASE:
8 Hr. Cruise Aboard Palm Beach Cruise Line
"VIKING PRINCESS" Passage 'isickets Included
Alo ig s itlt Shu t tie Trinsport ation - Be t wevii
Pori of Palm Beach and Hilton Palm Beach.
Breakfast and Lunch, All Ship Board
Activities MIA!

DAYTONA
Travel Tours
Howard Johnson
Atlantic Inn Surfside
Voyager Resort Motel

Call Live Shows at (612) 445-7600 or (800) 837-5717
for audition requirements and times.

SPRING BREAK '93
Grand BahaMas

just When You Thought You Couldn't Afford It!

9 9 5°
Per Person

BAWER,
PUR
79 E. 2nd
452-4606

Univ. of Wisc. - Eau Claire, WI
Feb. 5:
Univ. of Wisc. - Stevens Point, WI
Feb. 6:
Univ. of Northern Iowa - Cedar Falls, IA
Feb. 9:
Feb. 12: Univ. of Minn. - Minneapolis, MN
Feb. 13: Hamline Univ. - St. Paul, MN
Callbacks for Singers/Dancers:
Feb. 14: Hamline Univ. - St. Paul, MN

G&G 'bur Brokers
Presents

DAYTONA B EAC
$

Valleyfair Family Amusement Park is looking for 53 singer/
dancers, instrumentalists, body characters and sound/light
technicians for its 1993 season.

WOW! 18 Yrs. Leval Drinkin: • :el
sr: 1111 \ 42,11 t. Aboard
: ,:ct

I

"VIKING PRINCESS' with Surf and Turf
Dinner Included!!

CALL TOM/ FOR
RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION.

G&G TOURS BROKERS
HOUSTON TEXAS
Part I Aug!) Part lU
all included

$199

00
Per Person

G&G is a
member of:
1.)Greater South Houston
Chamber of Commerce
2.) Subscriber to the Better
Business Bureau Standard.
call 1-800-526-1993

Rest riet ions:
Part IV: ORLANDO FLORIDA:
4 Days, 3 Nights Accomodat 1011S Paid
at FLAG SHIP INN
Located next to Disney World, Epcoi,
& Sea World.
Used firf-st night in Florida or anytime
after.

You must confirm your reservation 60 days in advance
Traveler must provide transportation to and from Florida,
Traveler must have proof of citizenship IE. Birtheertificate.
voters registration. NC) PASSPORT REQUIRED,
Port & Service Charges additional, Proc'essing and
Reservation Charges
are $79 per person clue at departure.

•
TA
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Classifieds
*MI
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Jen BHey Babe! I bet you thought I'd
fallen off the face of the earth Huh?
Well, surprise! I haven't. I promise, as
soon as Dawn and I get one moment of
B Bunnyfree time. We'll come and pay you a
! AM THE KING! Great time last visit! Talk about fast paced lives! Take
Sunday, let's do it again soon. Hope care and call us sometime! We love
the apartment hunt goes well. Every- ya!
thing will turn out FINE.
-Jen W

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED
BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR GIRLS-NW WISCONSIN. Counselors and

.0 instructors for waterfront and land activities! Wildreness trip leaders, secretaries, nurses, food service personnel
2 also needed. Mid-June through Mid.- August. Excellent salaries, free room
2,« and board, transportation allowance.
.7. Contact Mary Scalan at (414) 962: 2548; 5146 N Woodburn, Milwaukee,
Wi 53217.
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY. Work
independently, full or part time.
Umlimited income potential. High tech,
: high demand products. Free details.
:- Skyhawk Enterprises S012, 629
• Ramblewood, Clayton, NC 27520.

FOR RENT
Get started early for best selection
Apartments available for 93-94
school year, 1-3 blocks from campus,
most include heat, furnished, reasonably priced. Call 454-1909.
Roommates wanted for Fall of '93.
1 Block from campus, heat paid $2101
month/person, Spacious apartment,
non-smokers, laundry facilities. Call
453-0672, ask for Matt.
One female to live with 3. Two
bedroom, furnished Apt. Rent $135/
mo. 4701/2 Lafayette. Call 453-0467.

-Luv,

D Bunny
Matt& AlyssaSpring Formal '93,
Here we come!
- Brad & Dawn
MaxHow about meeting me at Nasty's
and we'll partake in the atmosphere! I
had a great time last time we did! I
can't wait!
-Julie
MBThanks for the talks! It had been a
long time! Let's make sure we don't
wait as long for the next one!
-Froggy
GhandiThanks for everything! I don't know
what I would have done if you hadn't
been home! You really are a true
friend. I knew I could count on you!
Hey, I think it's about time you came to
visit me! How long HAS it been?
-Jen

SchrisPlease accept my most humble
apologies,
I never meant to wrongly
Wanted: Two male roommates to
accuse
you
of "borrowing" my white
live with 3. Own bedrooms, nice apartshoes!
However,
I still haven't gotten
ment. $185/mo +light. Call 453-1163,
the back!!!! Anyone for a Darkroom
ask for Steve.
Musical?
-Trip

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break '93, March 6-13.
Cancun $449, South Padre $175, Bahamas/Cruise $279. For Information
call John 453-1805.

Buttnugget #1I told you I'd beet you at cards! I've
never seen someone go from 315 to
100 so fast! Now that takes skill! I
must say that I am winner and still
Champion! Rematch anyone???
-The Queen of Crap

MEDIUM

$798
(WM16 OLM E D

PLUS fAx WHERE APPUCABLE

ToniNext time we are at Bangers, will
you help me find my friend? I can't help
falling for you. When are we going to
Baby BrownI'm really sorry that things turned shoot pool?
-Bob(Spelled Backwards)
out the way they did! I don't know what
else to say except that maybe all we
need is time. Maybe then we can start
all over again, from the beginning.
Shari-Jade
My name is B-O-B, not R-O-B. Get
it right from now on.
BOB
MattWould you please stop feeding your
dog nilla wafers. Pretty soon we won't
Business Manager of Winonanbe able to breathe. There should be
I'm a lumberjack baby and I wish
some sort of law against that kind of air you were my piece of wood.
pollution.
-Sweet Knees
-The winner and still
Champion
PigletAll you need to know is that Pooh
Just IS. Remember that and your life
will never be the same!
-Tiger
To that Handsome Mr. DecemberThe only month that matters in our
lives is your's. If only every month
could be like December!
-The Girls
-The Brothers Bouncer from
Chicago
Take me home with you when you
graduate! Too bad I wasn't with you
when your car broke down last week.
-BH
Shampoo LadyWhen are we going to use
Shampure together? My hair badly
needs it!
-Schotzie
To the Big BudhaLearn howto play pool! Duke Sucks!
Indiana is going to win it all!
-Snapper Head

PlUAS
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Editor In ChiefAnytime you feel like getting thrown
into a snowbank again you know where
to find me! Clinton will lead this country to hell.
-George Bush

With One 7bpping

(excludes extra chmse)
ftP

FredWhy didn't you just tell me? I would
have understood! I had no idea that
you were such an incredible dancer!
Let's burn up the dance floor tonight!
-Ginger

Advertise In the WINONAN!! Send
messages to your friends, advertise,
or get to know someone through our
personals! Students-only .50/linel
All ads must be prepaid at the Cashiers office 107 Somsen. Deadline 12
noon on Fridays.

W 111 Winona State Jivefitualevrati

ORKMDR MIT

©Walk UndOR
Name

SS #

Address

Sold by

City / State /Zp

Billing

Phone

Type National Local Student

GREEKS & CLUBS

I

$1,000 AN HOUR!'

Classification

Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1.000 in just a few days!

' , k..:,;4,,c,c,./
.; ki4iti

,

t,lo, of Lines

Prepaid

Billed

itlai Cost

Rate
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Ad Copy
One letter per space • include spaces and puncuation • double underline wads to be bold type

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

I

No cost. No obligation.
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1

1-800/932-0528, ext. 65

1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 I 1 1 1 1 1 11 I 1 I 1 1 I
IIlIII

Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Groups, Teams

IIJIIIiII
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1

1
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I
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NO GRAINER
FUNDRAISER

1111111111111

LI 1

. Absolutely No Investment!
Earn hundreds of dollars per
day! $1,000 or more per week!
Ask for Darren between
9:00 am & 5:00 pm
CALL TODAY
1-800-669-7678

1 1 1 1 I I I I I LI I I L I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1
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11111111111111

SOFT
2cFruir
BREADS'
E 12 :ENE!'

Free Crazy Bread. offer is a fou'-piece order. Offer volid for a limited time at participating stores.
No coupon necessary. Promotios expiration date may not match other coupon expiration dates.

$1

111111111

111111111111_111

6"?.. !.

WE DELIVER
ON THE DOUBLE!!

452 - 8752
W LOW PRICE

98
MEDIUM SIZE
PLUS TAX

1201 GILMORE AVE.

Theo great pizzas! One low price! Always! Always!

MO

12

NDAY MADNESS!

MEDIUM
PIZZAS $

6 •9

E2

p1u9s tax iIi !

WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING I I
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH 1 1

r 2 SMALL $ 5•
PIZZAS

SMALL $ 6 971
• plus tax I I
PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE AND 2 TOPPINGS
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH!

•PAN! PAN!
'PIZZA! PIZZA!

•PAN! PAN!
'PIZZA! PIZZA!

VALID ONLY WITH COUPON AT PARTICIPATING
I VALID ONLY WIFFI COUPON AT PARTICIPATING I I LITTLE CAESARS. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
LITTLE CAESARS. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 1
AT ADDITIONAL COST.
AT ADDMONAL COST.
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 0 2/03/93
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 02/03/93 1 [
little Caffirj

pizzar

L.. LttileCaesars

PlavAlitzzar,

II

p?us9tax

WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING
YOUR CHOICE: •ONE OF EACH!
•PAN! PAN!
•PEZA! PIZZA!

I1V
LALIDEOcNL
AEY WITHCOUPONTOAPTPPI=C;ATINGLE
SARS. EXTRA
AT ADDITIONAL COST.
*Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 02/03/93

II

Bide Caesars'

Pima! zat,

